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ABSTRACT

the estimation of lattice energies for crystals for vhlob 
structural parameters are imavallable depends on the use of (a) uboUy» 
or semi-emplrlcal equations, sudi as the Kapustlnakii équation, or
(b) correlations betueen solution thermodynamic qpiantlties, especially 
hydration enthalpies and lyotropic numbers# Approach (b) depmds on the 
experimental measurement of lyotropic numbers; previous measurements 
of this kind are limited in number and are experimentally ill-defined#
In the presmit work lyotropic number determinations have been carried 
out for selected anions using reproducible gelatin indicator and with 
photometric end-point determination using a commercial turbidimeter#
The shape of the graphs obtained is discussed and from them the lyotropic 
numbers of the anions have been evaluated# The influence of changes of 
conditions, involving variations in temperature, pH, ionic strength and 
indicator concentration, has been investigated and the effects assessed# 
lyotropic number is related to ion hydration mihalpy and, lAere 
sufficient data exist, combined ion hydration enthalpy values have been 
used to estimate the lattice enthalpies of Group I and Group IX salts# 
3ome values tra a the present work are compared to existing values; for 
several ionic crystals the lattice enthalpy values now found are new#
The applioation of lyotropic methods to Ito estimation of lattice 
energies is discussed#
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maoKicTioM

(a) Calculation of lattice wieray atruetaral iwraietars are ioiowi 
The lattice energy of an ionic crystal a@y bo definad as **the 

change in potential energy of the system at 0 K Wien gaseous ions 
separated hy an infinite distance are brought to their equillbriara 
positions in the esrystal lattice.” Figure 1 shows a graph of 
potential energy versus distance of separation of ions, Tq being the 
equilibrium separation and 0^ being the lattice energy.

?oTE(JTlflL
EMER&y

The difference between the values of lattice energy at 0 K and 
ambient temperatures is small and is very oftmx ignored. Hie lattice 
energy at T K, 0% , is related to the lattice energy at 0 K, 0 ,̂ by 
the expression 
9? = 0* * /[Cp(K*) ♦ Cp(x’) - Cp{;5X)] dT - 2HT
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It is usually assuiod that the specific heat capacities Cp(K*),
^ -IG_(X ) ©re 5 R cal m l  so tWt

Trr , 1= Go + vJ [:%%" C (KX)] . dT

The integral has a value of approximately 1 kcsal m l  if T » 298 K.
The lattice energy, correctly defined as a diange in internal 

energy, is often apprtminated by an enthalpy term AHĵ {298 K)*
The two are related by tee expression

A il = a +
for Itl salts. The approximate contribution of 2RT is 1 kcal mol 

Since ions are electrioally charged they attract or repel one 
another, according to teeir sign. Both tîieee effects are governed 
by Coulamb*s Law# There are other forces of attraction and 
repilsion between one ion and tee others, and tee evaluation of 
lattice energy involves the wramatioa of all the forces on a single 
ion. Summation for all Ions gives the total energy of the crystal.

^ 1C H ^ E  ;

fCHARSe^ éh ■( \ #  ^  ^  dili) (  \ (ifih-2-€
A 3  C ^  t 'f'

Fig. 2
Consider the linear arrangement of ions in Fig. 2. Ion D is

attracted by its immediate neighbours C and S and the potential energy
àao to this is 2 X f-z répulsive e n a ^ ^f

^  “ thesis
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of D with B and F is 2 x Hie total Coulombie energy of
 ̂2r

Interaction of ion D with all ions in the line is
u » 2 f + a^e^ -2^2c ) ^ - s e +

I r 2r
= -2as V

Sui mtlon to infinity gives
s -2a^e^ In 2 

r
For an actual crystal the prinoipile is the same. In the sodium 

chloride lattioe any one ion is surrounded by six ions of opposite 
sign at a distance r, twelve ions of the sme charge at a distance 
Tv/i, eight of opposite sign at a dlstmce r/J, six of the same 
charge at 2r etc. The Coulovibic energy for one ion is therefore

"c ® 1  i - 12 * 8
4 'fT T2 € .......

“e “ i h  EQÎJATIOH X
r

The series within the bracket does not oonverge rapidly and 
considerable computation is necessary for summation a M  hence 
evaluation of M, Kadelung's constant. For sodiuun chloride tels 
constant has the approximate value 1.7476 It is tearactoristie 
of a particilar geometrical arrangeaient of ions and consecfiently 
the crystal structure must be known in detail before the Coulombie 
energy can be evaluated. Values for otîier crystal types are given

- 3 -



la Table 1#
1

SoEne values of the Hedeltmg eonstaat̂
Cryertal tjrpa Madelung coBstant, IN, to 5 

sig n ifican t figures

Cs 01 1.7627

CaF^ 5.0388

CugO -i.4425

M irtz ite i.6 a 3

The total coulombie eiergy (given by equation l) for one ion is 
therefore related to the coulombie attractive energy for ion^pairs by
th© factor M. In general the coulanbic energy for on© ion is given by

® ^ i&are a and Zg are the valences
r ^

of the ions. EQU sTlOH 2
In addition to ooulo ibio forces there are also repilsive forces 

due to the interpenetration of the electron clouds of the ions. Bom 
and Landê  represented tease forces as varying inversely as the n te 
power of tee distanoe# Summation for the repulsive energy in sodium 
chloride gives

' “ )" ' ( i r ..........
where X end a are constants.

This series converges very rapidly. Denoting tee summation by A 
end writing B s \ A ye have

ui = 0QU4TIOH3
• 4 -



Co abînatioa of equations 2 and 3 gives the total energy for one ion as
u{r) a -M 1 BQU.TION 4wi iiirfffi i,M ». 4* yhr ^

When tee ions are in their equilihriua positions th© net foro© acting 
on the: is zero. Applying tee condition (^| = 0 ellainatds B and

Wk-A,
gives

u(r^) = -Mzizo© / \
------

or 0Q ss 2

^o
1 - 1 ) for 1 aole of crystal* 23Q0ATION 5

lAer© N = 5vogate> number
= ecgiillbrium separation of ions •

(Bom-lande expression) 
n can be evaluated with a knowledge of the compressibility of tee 
crystal and r^ by X-ray techniques teite also le&d to M*

Vite the develop mit of wave mechanics came the realissatlMi teat 
the outeriost shell electron density falls off exponentially with 
distance* Pauling^ pointed out that application of wave mechanics 
results in a ten for the repulsive ene%^ teich is exponential* Bom 
and Mayez^gave the following expression fbr the repulsive energy*

= a exp (-r/ç ) teere a, ̂  are constants and r is the separation
distance of the ions* 

a and ç replace B and n of equation 4 and are evaluated by a 
treatment si aller to that in the %m"Land6 approate* This gives the
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lattice energy per mole , as

1 - i  1 sjo .no» 6
(Bbm-Mayer expression)

Both the Bom-Lande and BomW^ayor expressions are applicable only teen 
the structure of tee crystal is known(e#g# using X-ray techniques).

Subeeqfient atteripts at evaluating lattice energy have centred 
round a more accurate assessment of the non-eoulonblc forces, a M  
"term-ty-term” calculations have been used# The lattice energy Is 
expressed in the foRi

0{r̂ )̂ = -ÜC + + %s W  .TIOR 7
teere tee terns on the right hand side of the equation represent the 
ooulo ibic, repulsion, dispersion and zero-point energies respectively# 
The nature of the forces involved in the first two terms have already 
been lentioned# 7^ is the dispersion energy, so-called because the 
electronic oscillations producing the attractive forces are also 
responsible for the dispersion of light by the particles# London̂  has 
shown that there are attractive forces between all molecules or ions# 
This arises because at any one instant the nuclei and electrons in tee 
particle are arranged in sudi a way that a dipole exists. These
dipoles induce dipoles in other aoleeules and produce attractive forces# 
Mayer*̂  has indicated that a torn representing induced dipole - induced 
quadrupole Interactions should be included#

— 6 —



H »  zero-polnt energy term, le the energy retained by the 
crystal at th© absolute zero m d  is given ty the Detyo theory as

0g = N 2 teere H is the Avogadro number,
4 h is Planck's constant,

'̂ MAx the Debye mmcimm frequency'# 
J53Ctsnd0d calculations of this type have been carried out by 

Ikigginŝ '̂ , using th© concept of ”basie radii”, and by Ladd and Lee^^ 
teo derived the expression 
0 = N M  32^2®^

*0 ' *0' *0 ' *o
EQU ATION 8

C and D are constants and the oteer symbols have their previous ; leaniaga# 
On the ri^t hand side tea first term gives the oouloAbic and 
repulsive energy, taras two and three the dispersion energy 
(dlpol^-dipolo and dipolo-quadrupole respectively), and terra four the 
zero-point energy*

Evaluation of lattice energies by those extended caloalations is 
subject to th© sai© limitation as the BomfLaiidi and 13om41ayer methods, 
namely that structural parameters naist be known# In addition, the 
concept of "basic radii” is limited# Ladd and Lee have showt^l that a 
consistent set of basic radii can be deAioed only teere a nuaber of 
isostructural co tpounds of similar degree of ionic cJiaraeter is 
available, for excempOLo the alkali metal halides^, and the alkaline earth

- 7 -



metal chalcidee^^#
The term-by-terw caXculationo of the type referred to above

applies only to an arrangement of spĥ r̂ical ions# If non-sjherical
ions are presemt then the ealculation smst he modified since in
evaluating the ooulo iMc energy it is aseurood that a tearged ion nay
be repLaeed by a point charge at its centre* This is not true for a
noD-sphsrieal ion such as azide (N̂ )* This difficulty can be overcome
if tee charge distribution on the ion is known or can be calcsilatod*
In this case the tearge on the ion can be represented as a point
charge together with a permanent electrical multipole. The electrostatic
energy ten now becomes two terms, one a simple Madelung ten for t W
point diarges and the other the imzltipole energy. This latter term
itself consists of two tens, the first being the mmltlpole-multIpole
interaction energy and the second the energy of interaction of the

2 13rmltipole vite the ©irrounding point chaînes. Waddington * has done 
tela for aside Ï the charge distribution for an imlated aside ion^^ 
and the equivalent point charge and qpadrupole are teown below*
N - M - H  N - H - K  H - H - B  

0*83© ♦0»66e —0.83e ̂  —0 0 —0.83© '♦'1.66e —0.83ê
point charge quadrupole

Waddington's equation for tee ten-by-tore calculation \ms therefore 
0Q = %  ♦ 0r ~ ~ W  *noB 9

teere 0q Is the quadrupolo tern and tee oteer tens have their 
previous meanings.

— 8 —



Values of the lattice energies caloulatad in this way are givsn 
in Tattle 2 below.

Î ÆIÆ 2
TarR-bywtoffT? calculations for aaidea

___ Aside Lattice Enorev(298 K) / kcal mol"
K N3 157
Rb ly 150
Cs ly 143

(b) The KathoA
So far the methods for caleolating lattice energy recguire a 

kzioteedge of the structure of the crystal. Kapustînskli^^ developed 
a method for the evaluation of lattioe emvgy without this knowledge 
in order to extend the oaloulations. The Bom-t ayer expression for 
lattice energy is

= H M *1*29^ /, P \

If the number of ions per **oolocule” is n thon the mmber In a mole is 
N n and the above e<yaation can be re-writtmi as

«0 - I ^ whars o(=

o( is not the emo for différât lattice types but Kapistinskii found
that on dianging the lattioe type the change in o( is proportional to 
the teange in the inter ionic distance. Any crystal can therefore be

- 9 -



theoretically refor lod, an "leo-onergetic” way. Into a rock-salt 
lattioe by using the value of d (1.745) for a rodc-salt lattice and 
replacing by the sun of the Goldsdlrsidit radii (T^ 4- T̂ ), The 
BonWiayar expression now becomes

», = 1.745 z^zae^ 'l - Ç ■

+ TaÏ J

or 0Q « 287.2 a

(Tc *

1 -  0 .M 5

T v ^ J
kcal mol-1

EQUATION 10
teite is the Kapustinskll equation.

This method will not produce values of lattice energy as ^aet as 
those from the ext^ided tena-by-teri ealcailation. Three disadvantages 
may be mentioned. Firstly, the ecpiatlon only takes into account the 
Modelung term and the repulsive energy term, other term being ignored. 
Secondly, there in the difficulty of assigning a radius to either a 
non-sphericol ion or to a eo iplex ion# Hiirdly, the scca of the Qoldateaidt 
radii of anion and cation i«y be only a poor approixlmation to the 
inter ionic distance (there are salts in teioh the unlike icwis are not 
toudhing).

The problem of complex ion radii was overcome by using the 
concept of "tearloohemioal radius”. If the Bom-Haber cycle is 
applied to two compounds isid M^X then

— 10 —



CgK) =Aa|(H^*,g) -AH|(:.2*,g) -AH|(_H^X,c) + Al^C'^X.c)

Using equation 10, 
Aî (Kĵ x) - A}y%g%) = K

■ ( v V * T„- ) J
' r 1 • .....QîAS—
( T u r n e r  l  t c t t t T)

In both equations is the lattice enthalpy. From the equations T^- 
may he found, assuming that values of/lH|{k^X,e), /i c), A
and /1ĥ (?̂ 2̂ #g) ere known, as well as the Coldech iidt radii of and
Mg* . So ie vsilues of tlmr mchemical radii, calculated by Kapustinskii 
and Tatslnlrskll^^*^^ are glTOa to Table 3. Substitution of these

3âM-î
,îter‘R»àg='iiffat %Aii

Ion Ion Ikdlua/iO
C104 2.36 CO^ 1.85
KaO- 2.4D 1.89
bf;4 2.28 CIO" 2.00
SO;4 2.30 BO" 1.55
CrO^ 2.40 OB" 1.82
KoO= 2.54 OH' 1.40

Values in the Sapustinskil equation then yield the required lattice

— 11 —



15,16
enargieo*

Kapustlnakii and ïatdliirskli ham lodlfiad equatlcm 10 
to take into account the dependence of ç on the mia + T̂ ) and 
ham put forward the equations

U(r^) = m . 2  nz^z^ 

U(p^) 3s 267.2 n ẑ  ^2

1 - 0.34-5 + 0.00435 (Tq * T )
T V T T J

kcal 'ml-1

1 - 0.345 ♦ 0,0087 (Tq ♦
V Ç T r J

kcal ml-1

% e  effect of these dianges is to increase the lattice cmergies of all 
111 compounds tor 2*6 and 5.0 kcal mol ̂  respeotimly*

(e) AnaliQatlfln of Hie Bora-Hater Cyide
"Experliental" values for lattice oner®r aay he found trm the 

Dorn-Hftber ogrde for a metal halide, shown belovt

; IX( eryat)
>

V

K^(gas) 

-I

M (gas)

K(solid)

X“(gas) 

♦S 

X (gas)

B
\K

i Xg(gas)

• 12 —



ïhe changes are taken to occur at standard pressure and 25®C* Using 
Hess *8 Lav ve obtain

Al^ = Ah® - 1 + E - S - iB

where Ah® = enthalpy of formation of KX(eryst),
I = ionization potential of alkali raetal K,
B = electron affinity of halogen X,
S = enthalpy of sublimation of metal M,
D = dissociation enthalpy of halogmi,
= lattice enthalpy.

Ah® , S, D, and I cm be found oKperlmmtally by standard methods.
Experimental values of S are now quite good for tho halogens and
o«ygen| otherwise the detaraiination of E, both theoretically and

17experimentally, is difficult . For example tliaoretical methods are 
unreliable Wien the negative ion is not spherically syrametricel, and 
experimental deterratnation is liiited to the reaction X ♦ a — > lT . 
Xn consequence it is 'K>re usual to use values of lattice energy to 
find electron affinities or Ah® (X ,g) Wmn oonsideriag oonplex anions#

W  Ihe use of JWration Bnthalni&a
Lattice energy values may also be found using ion hydz*ation 

enthalpies, provided that also available are values of the standard

• 13



enthalpy of solution. The thermodynamic qycle under consideration is 
as followsI

Kf-X( eryst)

-AH

K^(gas) % (gas)

H

M W  ♦ X (aq)

whore Al^ = lattice enthalpy at 25®C,
H = standard enthaljy of hydration of tho two ions.

Ah® = standard enthalpy of solution of FX{cryst).
Using Hess’s lav,

AiÇ ♦ H - AHg = 0 SQTÎATIOH 11
ihis method is especially applicahle to compounds containing 

polyatomic ions and in cases Wiere structural parameters are unknown.
Two methods have been used for evaluating H. The first mctiiod involves 
the relationship hetvoen the hydration enthalpy and anion radius, the 
second the relationship between ion hydration enthalpy and lyotropic 
number. Since the lattice enthalpies of the alkali balidos have been 
accurately calculated and tho enthalpies of solution of these 
compounds are known, H is known for tton. Before discussing the 
determination and use of lyotropic nuibers, tîie problem of dividing up

— 14> —



the combined ion hydration enthalpy, H, into the values for anion and 
cation will be considered# Various î etbods have been used# Handles^^ 
measured the potential differmce, i j j, betwewi potassium diloride 
solution in equilibrium with and mercury at aero potential
{ the latter forming an axial jet in a tube down the Internal wall of 
which the potassium (boride solution was allowed to flow )• The two 
relevant cells giving rise to (jj and respectively were

@  -- %(jet)/ Eg / KG3L^ / Hg^Glg (s) / %  —

where Q = (ÿiadrant electrwaeter acting as nuU-poiat indicMtor 
P s potentiometer

and K / Hg^ / Hg^d^Cs) / KGl^ / K

With the known mercury pbotoeleetric limit W ( i#e# the lowst free 
energy necessary to evict an electron from the uncharged metal ), # e  
foUowiag sequence gives the absolute hydration free energy of X* 
provided that (i) represents correctly the reaction in the first cell.
(i)i ---?■ ♦ d"aq —F. (jj
(u) ®Hg — =9- W
(ill) --> X*aq ♦ Cl aq ♦ Hgĵ
(Iv) ---^ K*(g) ♦ «g As ^ ♦ As. sub I
(v) K(g) --^ K*aq Ao^ (K̂ )

- 15 •



—1

Since, fbr the free energy diangea indicated,
(v) = AO(K^)c-(i) ♦ (ii) ♦ (iii) • (iv) n

substitution of the known free energies gives AG^(K*) = -60.6 kcal mol
19Blandsmer and Synons divided the ecabined hydration enthalpy of

rubidium chloride by two, assuiing that since Rb^ amd Gl" lone have
approximately the same size their ionic hydration enthalpies are equal.
However, it is generally believed that such hydration enthalpies are not
equal (see ref. 20 and 21).

20Latlner et al. used the Bom expression
— AG * q^ f 1 —

BQOmOH 12

to evaluate the hydration tree energy of a monovalent ionic species# 
q is the ion charge, r^ the effective ion radius, D the dielectric 
constant of water. The difference between the hydration free energies 
of anion and iodide ion is plotted against the reciprocal of the Pauling 
crystal radius of the anion# a straight line is obtained. When a 
similar procedure is carried out for the cations (related to Cŝ ) a curve 
is obtained. Addition of 0.1 k to the anion radii and 0.8$ k to the 
cation radii gives the best fit to the Bom expression (Fig. 3)i

— 16 —



>|fFÊR£NiCE
IN

A G

gOLiD LINES -Cf̂ YSt?̂  ̂ Plf DdTreP LINES'-coRRecTeP f̂lïii

Fig. 3
the wjci cf the hs?tîi?ation Aree eaergles, of say caesium and iodide ions, 
is than dlvldad up so that both positive and negative Ions fall on the 
sane line. Ihls line is nov that given by the Bom equation (Fig. 4)#

—  A G

Fig. 4

Ihia procedure vas also carried out for the temperature coefficient 
of the free energy, i.e. the entropjr of hydration of gaseous ions. % e

- 17 -



theoretical expression beoo ses

/lSs=-Z>^) = /ain BV 3T /p T/ Pe SJUATIOH 13

llie division of As betvom cation and anion to give coincidence {as before)
results in a straight line. In this treatment the water in the
nei^bourhood of the ion Is assumed to have the bulk dieleotrlo constant#

22Bbyes uses the relationship
A (A BQaAtlOH 14

Here the ion is discharged, the neutral species hydrated, and the 
particle re-charged# By finding Ag^ ^  (given Üy the Bom equation) 
Boyes shows that, using crystal radii, the dielectric constant is mch 
reduced in üio nel^bourhood of the ion# The energy changes involved 
are defined by the following equations:
K (ss) ♦ 8 R^(«q) * (g) 2

CATION

X (es)
2

X®*(aq) + z H^(aq) ANION

^ (ss) K (g) ^ 2© (g) CiTIOH

X (ss) ♦ se (g) - x H g ) AO®ioj( ANION

iHg(g) — H*(aq) ♦ e (g)

88 refers to standard states#

— 18 —



Zero fîre© oaorgy and en’ttialpsr are assigned to electrons at on© 
atwsjiiere fUgacitŝ *

Ihe changes may be connooted hy tiio following eyelet
♦ 2 © (g) ♦ 2 H*(@q)

H (ss) ♦ 2 H*(aq> | - a ̂ 0®^ )
,2+jK (aq) ♦ a H (g)

2 ^
îherefbre ♦ a Ag^„ CATIOWHÏO aq lOîj H

Slailarly = AG^ - AQP^„ • a A g® ANIOBHid aq H

The quantities AG® and AG^ are neasuiatiL© and the oonventioaalaq ION

free energy of hydration is #i© difference between them#
(ANION or CATION)

(C4TI0N) BQCtTION 15
(ANION) mCATIDN l6

HID •
^  ^̂ ®8t estimated using the zero mergy asmi:ption» 

i#0# that there is m  internal energy change when X mole of a neutral 
species at 1 at̂ îosphere fhgacitgr dissolves in water to an ideal 1 laolal 
solution under a pressure of 1 atmosphere, fhe mthalpy and entropy 
change© are just those calculable fron the change In volume associated 
with the change of state* At 25 C the volume change is 24*47 litres and

- 19 -
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and HXD ® a AO®g
a AoPg

Estination of AO®^ therefore gives



A S ^ ~  ^ 24*47 = • 6*35 oal deg"^
^^NEÎJT ~ 23*47 litro-^tm laol*"̂  = - 0*568 fecal lol^

1*325 fecal sol*^ *

0eiAg equations 12 and 13 and considering sin^y-chargod ions dissolved
in water at 25°C (for which D = 78*3 and IlisJt] ~ -1*3^) the

tain T/ T
equations give

AG® . = - 163.89 kcal 
^  r

A 8^^ = • 9*649 cal mol ̂  â&g ̂

(r is the effective radius of the ion in à)

These e($iatione are valid for the hydration of spheres that isre 
large enou^ for the ’Macroscopic dielectric constant of water to be
applicable* For eualler spheres Noyes nodifled these equations, giving
the free enei^ changes as

Ac“^  = -lè2,^ ♦ £0 (CATIOK)

A G ° ^  =  .iw % b S g , ♦  2g  (mon)
r r

Combining those with equations 14# 15# and 16 we have
* m»m.  - %  = - AG®cojj + AG°i^j (CATIOH)

snaAG®H - 163.69 ♦ £ = AG®coN - AO°sbot (AmON)
r ir

Plots of the right hand side against l/r give the cwrves of Fig. 5 :
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Fig. 5
The slopee of the curves are 163.89 kcol-^ mol , a tbroe-paraiotor 
least squares technique gives the velues of the porameters as 

AR°jj = 10^81 kcal iol~̂
B = 78.05 kcal raol"̂
C = 57.22 kcal lol"̂  .

It is therefore possible to establish "Wie free energy of hydration of 
cations (and therefore anions) using equation 15.

By leans of equation 14 Ifeyos found and it vas invariably
less than that predicted hy the Bom equation. The discrepancy can he 
elininated ty either (a) using the ajacroscopio dielectric constant and 
assigning the ion an effective radius greater than the crystal radius, 
or (b) using the crystal radius and assigning to the solvent an effective 
dielectric constant less than the macroscopie value. Since it is not 
pocsihle to assign radii such that and both agree with
the Bom equation lioyw assigns crystal radii and finds the effect on
the dielectric properties of the solvent. He finds that D 78*3 for
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T > 2*86 A and D « .. ....1 for 2*86 k, r being th©
0.6009 ♦ 0.1163 

r
ion radius*

21Halllwoll and % W r g  have used the difference betwawi the 
conventional hydration enthalpies of cation and anion to find the 
absolute hydration enthalpies of ions (W)* These quantities are 
related by the following equations

/lH®COWr.HÏD. K**(g) = - s Wg* BCJSHTIOH 17

Arf’oOHV.HID. X®“(g) = W * 3 W,^ EtWATlOH 18
X i f

where Wg*. is the absolute hydration wthalpy of the proton* Values
of AfiPcOînr.HÎD* M^(g) can be detemined using the equation
A h® COHV.ItTD. M*(g) = Ah*^ con. M*(aq) - Alf^ H*(g)

Q ^ sqoAnoH 19
where A r  ̂  CON* M (#q) » conventional enthalpy

of formation H^(aq)
L s enthalpy of subll:iatloa of M
I = enthalpy change in the process K(g)^K^(g)

H^(g) = stardard enthalpy of formation of gaseous H *
All the quantities on the ri^t hand side are experinentelly determinable*

For univalent anions the equation is
AH°gCOW.HTD. X"(g) = (Ŵ ., ♦ W ) - Alf^OOW.HXD. M*(g)

EdHATION 30
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t

K!»\dedg© of ihù lattice ©nthalpgr vill give + W^) so
that these values for are secondary#

Hallivell and Nyhirg e%pres8 half the dlfforenee between 
conventional hydration enthalpies of cation and anion as

^  Arf*(X)m r.HZD. K * (g )  -  d rf*c!O iin r.H ïD . x " { g ^  =  # ( Ï h“ co}w . h ïd 3

= i Z  . - AMPAK.mmH'W=̂3 (a ♦ a)'

23The values of R used were cation radii due to Ahrmis and anion
radii due to Pauling# is the radius of the water molecule (as
fbr ice)# The left hand side is known froi equations 19 and 2D and
if the leading term of the suimation has 1=3 then a plot of the left

-3hand side against (R * a) will be linear at large (H * a) and vUl 
out the ordinate axis at « /\rf*iBS#lîïI># H^(g)«

A (a h )

260'7 ± 2-5 k W  mo

Pig. 6
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24Morris has recalculated using radii from electron density 
distributions and finds the value to be 363*7 i 3*0 kcal lol"̂ .
Another method used by Korris (and sinilar to Hoyes) uses the enthalpy 
of hydration as

\here Is given by = • 0.2 kcal mol *
Therefore

< V  ♦ V ^ i  " * « P w T

The left hand side Is pdottod against oatloa radii for series# of 
salts of coianwi anion and against anion radii for series# of salts 
of common cation (Fig* 7).

Fig. 7
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Extrapolation of (Ŝ ) ^ and {R"") ^ to Sîoro gives t%o values fbr the 
abeolute hydration enthalpies of ions. Some values of absolute 
hydration enthalpies obtained by various wrkere are givmi in Table 4*

Latiaor 
@t @1#
- AH

HaUiweU 
and 

%burg 
- AH

Ifeyea
-AH

Morris - AH
I E %

94.6 97.0 104.1 99.7 97.5 99.2

75.8 77.0 83.9 79.6 77.5 79.0
Rb* 69.2 71.9 78.1 73.3 71.1 72.7
Cb* 62.0 66.1 70.2 69.1 66.9 68.5

122.6 120.8 98.4 120.0 122.3 120.5
d ~ 88.7 86.8 80.9 87.5 89.6 88.1

Br** a .4 80.3 72.8 80.0 82.1 80.6
r 72.1 70.5 62.4 70.2 72.4 70.7

Fiorris values I I using conventional hydration values and the
Halliwell and %burg method 

II using cation radii 
III using anion radii
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Two relationships involving hydration onthalj^ have been 
observed* The first is between oombined ion hydration enthalpy and 
anion radiusj the second is between combined ion hydration enthalpy 
and lyotropic number. In both cases the relationship is approadaately 
linear .

(e) lyotropy; lyotropic numbers a M  their aj^icatioa

LyophHic colloids require large concentrations (e.g. 2 mol 
of electrolytes for precipitation (or flocculation - both» in this
thesis, refer to the appearance of turbidity in a colloidal systaa).

.

Hofmeister \ma the first person to carry out systematic experinents on 
the flocculation of sudh colloids (albumen used) by different salts, 
and he arranged the:; in a series, the Hofaeister scries, according to 
diminishing power of flocculations citî ate, tartrate, sulphate, acetate, 
chloride, nitrate, <dü.orate. It vas found impossible for some salts, 
such as bromide and iodide, even using saturated solutions, to cause 
flocculation.

26Bdehner and Kleijn , using agar, worked with mixtures of salts 
in order to extend the series. Also they deduced that flocculating 
power vas additive in nature. Eadi salt vas mixed with sodium sulphate, 
in varying proportions, and the mixture added to an agar sol. For 
each mixture the salt concentration could be adjusted eli#itly so that 
the sol was Just flocculated. It vas found that a certain quantity of
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aodtoi sulphate could be replaced bgr another corresponding quantity 
of, for example, sodlui tartrate* As the flocculating power of the 
second salt decreases, a greater concentration of this salt is 
required to replace a definite quantity of sodias sulphate* With 
iodide, ore sodiua sulphate is required la the presence of iodide 
than in its absence. The iodide therefore counteracts the sulphate, 
i.e# it is anti-flocculating* %e  sme was found for bromide, 
chlorate, nitrate, dichromate, perchlorate and nitrite (thou^ not 
all these are anti-flocoulatlng in other sols).

16 summarise, fbr any one colloid there is a flocculating group 
of anions and an ^ti-flocculating group and floomlatii^ power is 
additive In character. The following lines are typical of tî»8« of 
Budmer and Kleijni

CoMCENJTi f̂lTlONl
SA*-T

mol dm ̂

CHLOREE
3

2

C oM C E M Tf^A TtoM  M  S o .

Fig. 6 
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27 2>5Bucbner, Voet and Bruins *  ̂ pat lyotropy on to a quantitative
basis by allowing how a nû iber, the lyotropic mr^bsr %  can be assigned 
to an ion* This number is given by the eqiation

K » a cot ♦ b 
>diere (j) is the angle betweœi the linear portion of the graph and the 
sulphate axis, and *a* and *b* are eonstgents.

c o n c e n t r a t io n  

S 02>IUN\ S A L T  

mol dm~^

Cotv/C£rf<4T̂/\TiON T̂nol dm-3

Fig. 9
The constants are evaluated by fixing the lyotropic zmibers of two ions, 
N = 2 fbr sulphate and N = 10 for chloride. %ls means that the lower 
the lyotropic nu ibor the greater the flocculating power of the anicm, 
and at some point this number will beeone negative.
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Bttchner's values^ for the lyotropic mMbers of eotie anions
are given in Table 5,

TABLE 5
Lyotropic nxrnber, îf

Anion N Anion N
r* ^•8 V 6.25

Cl 10.0 cioT
4

n.8
Br 11.3 NO." 11.6

r 12.5 “ a’ 10.2

G10^~ 10.65 SClT 13.25

BrO^~ 9.55 S " 11.5

Lyotropic numbers have been related to various other properties 
If the increase In \3elght of gelatin sw&llen in different solutions 
of sodiua salts of the same concentration is plotted against lyo'bropio 
nunber, linear relations occur. The rate of saponification of esters, 
as influeneed by different salts, also sÎk>vs a linear relation with 
lyotropic number, as does the viscosity of salt solutions (Fig. 10).

28,29

V l S C O S l T V

L'/oiîofVc NUN6EK

Fig. 10 
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29
Yoet 0xpr©{?3es the viev that lyotropic offeots are essised by

the d ifferen t e lec tric  fie ld  strengths o f the ions; th is is supported

by the fact that the energies o f ionisation o f the a lk a li raetals are

in  lin ea r re lation  with ilie ir  lyotropic numbors. Support for tiie

view is  also provided by the lin ear re lation  between the co 'hined Ion

hydration enthalpy and anion lyotropic muaber (or between anion
V 25hy(3ration enthalT^ and anion lyotropic nuoiber;. Morris has used tlie 

data fro ! Lati.acr et al# for combined Ion hydration enthalpy, H, and 

Budiner*s lyotropic numbers. His graphs o f H against lyotropic  

nufiber are given in  F ig . 11.

Ned

Anion LSotrppic nuKBeR

Fig . 11

interpolation Morris found the combined ion hydration enthalpies 

for tlie n itra tes , eldoratos, perchJ.orates and thiocyanates o f the
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35alkali metals. With tha ooïTaapasdiîîg enthalpies of solution the 
lattice energies were evaluated (Table 6) using equation 11.

i m J i

l̂ ydratlon anthaXpies (R), enthelpies of solution (AH^)and 

lattice enthalpies WR̂ i,)# Data in kcal aol**̂  (29DK)*

Gosïpound -H AHg Ai^

lithium nitrate 199.4 ">0*647 198.8
Bodiim nitrate 172.7 4.839 177.6
potassium nitrate 154.2 8;34B - 162.5
rubidium nitrate 147.1 8.74 155.8
eaesixm nitrate 140.2 9.51 149.7
sodium chlorate 178.8 4.95 183.8
potassium chlorate 160.4 9.96 170.4
rubidiuim chlorate 153.5 11.4 164.9
eodtoi perchlorate 171.4 3.49 174.9
potassium percMorate 152.9 12.15 165.1
rubiditra perdblorate 145.9 13.57 1R.5
caesium perchlorate 138.9 13.26 152.2
sodium thiocyanate 161.8 1.63 163.4
potassium thiocyanate 142.9 5.82 148.7
rubidium thio^anate 136.4 

— 31 ••
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13A aimllw prooeâure his bsen used ty Gray and Waiddlngton ^ fbr 
the alkali metal aaldes.

The view that a lyetropic mmber Is a ̂ quantitative measure of the 
power of an anion to bind water to itself at the escpeî e of iiydrated

33oolloid particles is supported tgr the work of Keyerstein and Trelain • 
They have shown that tlie absorption spoctrum of r* in solution is very 
sensitive to environmental effects. For ail the added electrolytes 
studied th© onset of the absorption band of r* vas shifted to the 
ultraviolet* Big. 12 shows the variation of (the shift) wl# 
lyotropic nuaberi

Av

LyoTHOhC

Fig.l2
Thus the more flocculating the ion the greater the shift product*
The results indicate a close relation between tlie state of solvatlcm 
of the ll^t absorbing ion and the energy of the transition involved, 
and it would seem that the laore floeoulating ions are capable of 
desolvating I to a greater extwat and therefore have a greater
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InfluGttce on the mergy of transition* Meyerstein and frelaln divided 
the anions Into two groupe# (a) the halides «# their effect is mall 
end the order is F > COL*' > IdiT > Ï** (M mey be placed hetwew F* 
and Cl ; (h) the complex Ions they exert larger effects and the 
o r ^  Is citrate > tartrate > phosphate > HPO^ > SO^ > ctf" > acetate 
> formate > R^PO" > Cao“ > Clo“ >HSO* .

There has been little work reported on tiie Influence of various
factors on lyotropic nmhcrs, l#e. on the gradlm&ts of the concentration
curves such as those shown in Fig. S • Sc^e work has been done on
hut there is only a vwy hrief mention of tmperatore (see for example
ref. 26) f there has been no dlscussicm of the Influence of ionic
stræagth on the phenomenon of flocmlatlon. In his article on #

34Badiner reports that previous work carried out on this topic was of 
little value, tn his own work hemoglobin was used in the early stages 
but was later rejected. The appearanoo of the precipitate from 
alkaline solutions differed trm tb» acid preci#ta1w and the colour 
of the sol changed from blood red to brown red on adding acid or base.
He considered that another colloid, not showing these effects, should 
be tried. Gelatin was used. The results obtained are idiown in Fig. 13 
and Fig. U  •
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105

Fig, 13 Fig. U

It may be concluded ftom theee results that soie salt# have a decreasing 
flocculating power as pH increases (Fig. 13) whereas others (Fig. 14) 
shew an increasing power. Two other points may be mentioned:
(a) th# flocculating power of the sulphate ion changes little with pH|
(b) th# greatest ch@ng# in flocculating power generally occurs for pH < 5«

There are no reports of the effect of pH on flocculation by salt 
mixtures, i.e. th# effect on the concentration curves.

(f) Summary
When th# structural parameters of a crystal are unknown its lattice 

energy can be found by using the anion lyotropic number to find the 
oo'Tibined ion hydration enthalpy* Previous work done in this field is 
open to the following criticisms t
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(X) th» déterminations are limited in number,
(2) There escists a need fbr the effects of temperature, pB, and ionlo 

strength on the concentration curves, and on lyot^pic number,
to be investigated*

(3) The eoEperlDental procedure is illMiefined. Very little detail la 
given (see for example ref. 26 and 32); in particular It is not 
clear hov Budmer detected the onset of opelesoance in the gelatin 
and agar sols. Ihis Is of parazwint importance to the accuracy of 
the lyotropic lines (cemcentration curvw) and to the investigation 
of the effect of such factors as temperature on the eonoentrmtion 
of electrolyte needed to cause opaleseeneei?

The present work is ocmoemed vl# (a) the development of a 
reproducible and hopefhlly accurate instrumental method for the 
determination of lyotropic aumbsrs, (b) the calculation of a self- 
oonsistent set of such numbwrs and new lattice energy values. An 
aseessmfisit of the applicatien of lyotropic methods to lattice energy 
determination (polyntonlc Ions) will then he possible.
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SECTION 11 TORBIDIŒT^R ' ' '

When solutions of eloetrolytes are gradually added to sols 
of lyophilic colloids turbidity appears in the sol when a certain 
volume of electrolyte has been added# The onset of turbidity was 
determined photo-electrically using a •Titrator* supplied by 
Evans Elèetrosélenlum Ltd#, Halstead, Essex# The principle of this 
instrument may be seen by reference to Fig# 15# The liquid under 
test (gelatin sol-salt solution mixture in this work) is stirred 
tnagnetioally i&ilst titrant (sodium sulphate solution) is added 
from the burette# A beam of li^t ffom the lamp passes throng the 
liquid and the photocell response is recorded on a spot 
galvanometer# The stirrer speed control is adjusted so that the 
liquid vortex does not intercept the li^t beam# The galvanometer 
reading is taken after each titrant addition and a graph may be 
plotted of galvanometer reading against volume of titrant# This 
is of the type shown in Fig# 17 #
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T irant volunve

il
Ci7

I iTfSANT VoLU(VV£

Fig. 17 Flg. 18

The aim vas to êkQ the graph shape approach as far as 
possihLe that sbovn Is Fig. 13» being the required volume of 
titrant. Results are not affected by external light.

TUm complete turMdineter arrangeaient is shown in Fig. 16.
The constant voltage transformer vas model CV 152 and vas supplied 
by Advance Electronics Ltd.» Halnault» Bssex. It is important that 
the titrator lamp should provide steady illumination of the solution. 
The output voltage to the titrator lamp was 6 R.K.S. (variation 
^3# for input voltage variations of il9^)* %e  photooell 

response was measured by the spot galvanometer (Cambridge Instruments 
Co. Ltd.).
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SECTION 2t OTHER APPARHTUS k W  MATERIALS

The salts used were of highest available parity (mostly 
Ânalar standard) and these» together with the gelatin and agar 
powder (Japanese)» were supplied by B#D.R. (%emio@ls Ltd#

All items of glassware wore supplied by Ferris and Co# Ltd#» 
Bristol» and the more important items were as followss 

Burettes* 10 cm^ (0#02 divisions) to B#S« 646 
Graduated pipettes* 10 cm^ (0#10 divisions) to B#S# TOO 
Volimetrlo aoaksi 100 (±0.08), 250 (±0.15), 500 (±0,25) on?

to B.S. 1792 .
Small masses of substance were measured out on an automatic 

three-plaoe balanoe (model R 10» L# Oertling Ltd#» Orpington» Kent); 
larger masses were measured out on a top-pan Sartorius» model 2254 
(suH^ied by Balance Consultant^» Trowbridge» Wilts)# Concentrations 
of solutions» made up using de-ionised water throughout» were 
therefore accurate to more than one part in 1000#

pK values of solutions were found (to an accuracy of 0.1 unit) 
using the Griffin pH meter and combination electrode# The instrument 
was calibrated using the appropriate buffer powder (Electronic

4. \ V
Instruments Ltd#) of pH dose to that being measured# The buffers 
give a pH accurate to ^ 0.02 pH unit#

SECTION 3* TSMPERaTGRE CONTROL
When running sodiam sulphate solution from the burette into
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the beaker oontainlng salt - gelatin mixture, temperature control 
consists oft
(a) Fixing the beaker tmperature before titration

This was acoompli^ed by standing the beaker in a water bath 
the temperature of which was thermostatically controlled by a 1 kW 
Tedbne Tompuait with tubular type helically wound heater and, six- 
biaded stirrer. The, temperature control was ± 0.03 ̂ C. Thesulphate 
solution was also allo^d to equilibrate in the water bath before 
being put into the burette.
(b) Msiotaining the burette liquid at the required temperature 

The 10 burette was electrically heated using silk-covered
oonstantan wire (20 8,W,G.) of resistance 727H  per 1000 metres.
The equilibrium temperature of sodium sulphate solution (concentration
1.80 mol dmT^) within the burette was found for different potential 
differences applied across the oonstantan and temperature excess 
plotted against potential differaice - see Fig. 19 . The burette 
temperature can therefore be suitably adjusted to the wriclng 
temperature. As previously mentioned the sodium sulphate titrant wast
previously maintained at this temperature in the water bath. The 
supply was obtained from a Labpac rectifier/transfor ler unit 
(Radford Electronics Ltd., Bristol) and the F.D. was measured using 
a D.C. Elliot sioving coil voltmeter.
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(c) Mlaiieising Hèvtoalan oooling during titration
The extent of Newtonian cooling of the beaker cont^ts depends 

on ro(M temperature and the tmperature of the liquid.' Room 
t^nperature vas g%ierally within the range 21 ̂  23 and with 
continuous titration the average mount of cooling was 0.25 for 
a burette and water bath temperature of 25*0 As will be seen 
later this amount of cooling can be ignored. However, when greater

t
control was sou^t, as in the temperature investigatim, the procedure 
was to titrate veiy nearly to the end-point (this having been 
previously found by continuous titration), to re»thenaostat tîie 
beaker, and then to complete the titration. In î iis way the 
twperature could be kept consistently dose to the required 
temperature, and if the thermostat is set at 0.1 above the 
required temperature then it Is possible to restrict cooling to within 
0.10 of the required temperature (25.0 or 30.0 ®C) .

SBCqyi Ai pETSHKINmON A LYOTROPIG OJEVS (25.0 ̂ C)
The method consists of titrating a mixture of gelatin sol and 

sodium salt solution with sodium sulphate scdution of concmitration
1.80 aol

A 2̂  gelatin sol (B.D.H. gelatin) was prepared snà a oonoentrated 
solution of the salt, e.g. sodium nitrate, dose to saturation (the
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sodium nitrate was of oonoentration 6*00 sol Mixtures of
the t\o were then preparecl as in Table 7#

‘m m  7

Mixture Volume of sodium . Volume do-igaised Volume 2 % 
number nitrate 3olutiou/#r uater/cm^________Kolatin/ear

1 7.00 0.00 2.00
2 6.50 0.50 2.00
3 6.00 1.00 2.00
4 5.50 1.50 2.00
5 5.00 2.00 2.00
6 4.50 2.50 2.00
7 4.00 3.00 2.00
B 3.50 3.50 2.00
9 3.00 4.00 2.00
10 2.50 4.50 2.00
11 2.00 5.00 2.00
12 1.50 5.50 2.00
13 1.00 6.00 2.00

U 0.50 6.50 2.00
15 0.00 7.00 2.00

These mixtures were then allowed to reach e<$uilifariua in the 
water bath at the required temperature (standard determinations at 
25.0 ®C). The sodium sulphate solution, having been allowed to
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reach 25.0 in the water bath, was intzrxtioed into the burette to 
which the appropriate P#D. was applied* Tbe sulphate was run into 
each mixture in turn, 0*05 at a time, and the onset of turbidity 
taken to be when the rate of change of galvanometer readings %rlth 
titrant volume first changed* The tmperature and pfi of the solution 
were taken# % r  ially the determinations wore carried out in 
triplicate (in the investigations of temperatme tnfluenoe and the 
effect of variation of gelatin concentration on end»poiat the 
determinations were carried out in quintuplicate) and from the titres 
the end-point concentrations of sodium sulihate and &)dium nitrate 
were evaluated - see Table B .

These ooncentrations %Aen plotted give t W  graph sliown in F^* 20 * 
With some salts not all of the mixtures 1 - 1 5  give remxlts, e.g. for 
a salt with greater flocculating power than nitrate mixtures 1 - 4  

mi#it be turbid on being made up.
The lower part of the lyotropic curve (see Fig. 20) very often 

has a gradient quite different from that at hi^ier oonomitrations of 
% %  (the salt under investigation), ks will W  seen later this low 
concentration part of the graph is not used for the calculation of 
lyotropic number.
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T&BIÆ 8

Mixture Ti% e ConomtratioD o f GomantrofeioB o f
number /cbk HaBÔ  /ao l dsT  ̂ /a o l âa~^

1 OéSD 4.57 0.039
2 0.67 4.03 0.125
3 1.05 3.53 0.188
4 1.42 3.17 0.245
5 1.75 2.79 0*293
6 2.07 2.44 0.337
7 2.32 2.12 Oi'369
g 2.58 1.82 0.401
9 2.77 1.53 0.424
10 2.98 1.25 0.448,
11 3.17 0,990 0.469
12 3.35 0.730 0.488
13 3.70 0.472 0.524
14 4.30 0.226 0.582
15 5.50 0,000 0,682
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RESgLTS m  Discussion 

(a) LIOTHOP?
Section 1

(i) Electrolyte concentration and gelatin sample 
Different gelatin samples have different solubilities

(lyotropic curve displaced) in electrolyte solutions and the 
gradients of the lines can also duinge - see Pig. 21 • . This is 
probably a pH effect (see Results and Discussion, Section 1 (ill) ), 
the pH values of 2 $ sols of the gelatin samples being: 
gelatin. Royal Holloway College chemical store, 5*4 ; gelatin, serve 
entvidklungslabor, Heidelberg, 6.2 ; B.D.H. gelatin, 5.1 . It was 
therefore necessary to use the same sê &ple throu^xnit the 
determinations; B.D.H. gelatin was used. This had the smallest 
solubility and gives more scope with the antl-flocculating ions since 
longer curves are obtained, a Thin gives greats accuracy in the 
determination of the lyotropic numbers of these ions.

(ii) The influence of temperature
The lyotropic curves of four ions, chloride, bromide, nitrate 

and dhlorate ware determined, using the procedure given in 
SXmmiERTAI,, at 25 and 30®C. aifflcient quantities of solutions 
were prepared to ensure that exactly the same materials ware used at
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USINGI^IFFERENT QELAÏ1N SAKfLeS:
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c o n c e n t r a t io n  s o d iu m  SULPHATE /in o l dm" 

F ifr. 21 '
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both tfl9spera.tuT08« The results are show in  Pig. 22 and Fig. 23 . 
These show that there Is a vary small temperature effect on end-point 
electrolyte oonoootration and that for the amount of üavbonian 
cooling encountered in the present determinatixms ( ̂  0.5 °C) the 
effect on the résulté is negllgibLe.

(Hi) The influence of pH
As has been already pointed out there has existed a need for 

an investigation regiurding the effect of pB on the salting-out of 
gelatin by salt mixtures and hanoe its effect on lyotropic number» H. 
In this research four ions were investigated (chloric» beraoicte» 
formate, acetate), these being chosen to vary the pH of the salt 
solution and hatice the pH of the gelatin salt (Hal) - sodium 
sulphate mixture as turbidity appears. For example, the pH of a 
normal chloride determination is 5#0, that of a normal aoetate 
determination 7.5 . The gelatin « salt mixtures, previously 
described in were slightly modified to include either
sodium hydroxide solutlxxi or the acid whose anion is that present 
in the salt under Investigation. For example various concentrations 
of sodium hydroxide and hydro<Alorlc acid were used in the chloride 
determinations. The results are shown in Fig. 24-27. These 
indicate that, in the case of strong-acid salts, the POSITION of the
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line will vary appreclabLy with changing pH| with increasing pH a 
higher concentration of electrolyte is needed to cause turbidity in 
the gelatin# Sensitivity to pH is greatest near the isoelectric 
point of gelatin (4#S) and more so below this pH value than above it# 
However, the GRADIENT of the linear portion of the line is not affected 
unless the pH of the system departs appreciably from the noxisal pH, 
i#e# the pH of the system in the absence of added acid or alkali#
There is about a 2 $ dbange in both lyotropic numbers resulting from 
the change of gradient associated with dianging the pH from 5#1 to 
6#4 in the case of bromide, and 5*0 to 6#4 in the case of chloride#
For sigmoid curves the cmitral linear part is used to determine 
lyotropic number so that it is Ihe gradient here that must be 
particularly considered# For weak-acid salts the effect of pH Is 
Budh smaller# The position of th& lyotropic line is changed very 
little over the range pH 5#5 - 7#5 aid the gradient is not changed#
At pH 4.3 (formate) the gradient still remains constant but at pH H#0 
there is an appreciable gradient change for both formate and acetate#
TO sumarise, these experiments indicate that small variarions of pH 
at the normal pH of the system will not change lyotropic nnsbars#

Since there is thou^t to be a connection between the hydration 
enthalpy of an ion and its ability to precipitate a gelatin sol it 
seems appropriate to find the gradiwt and lyotropic number at the
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normal pH of the system# The heat of solution of a sodium salt la 
found by dissolving the salt in pure water and the pH of the resulting 
solution will differ from one salt to another# The magnitude of the 
quantity is not adjusted to some common pH and it therefore seems 
appropriate to use the lyotropic curve determined at the normal pH 
of the system#

In view of the fact that sensitivity to pH is greatest at and 
below the isoelectric point consideration was glvw to the use of 
Fibroin, isoeleotric point about 2#2, since determinations would be 
likely to take place well above this pH. Investigation of the 
properties of this substance, however, led to the abandonment of the
idea# In particular, fibroin sols are unstable and are readily

36precipitated by d^ing or stirring #

( iv) Gelatin concentration and sharpness of end-point
From the beginning of the research It was evident that the 

sharpness with which turbidity appears is increased by a reduction 
in volun» at this point# This can be achieved byt (a) using a 
miw4iam volume of mixture before titration# This minimum is 9*0 ca^ 
as this allows stirring without interference with the light beam;
(b) using the strongest solution of sodium sulphate (l#80 mol dmT̂ ) 
consistent with its solubility at 25#0 (gee Fig# 28 - thi*
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œneentrationf Which is 20*4. mass is saturated at a tmperature 
olose to 24*0 ̂ C)| (o) using the most concentrated gelatin sol 
consistent vitb its remaining atahle (liquid) for rf̂ ort periods# 
Investigation of the effect of gelatin concentration on the 
sharpness of the end-point (2*00 csP gelatin sol» 2*00 cb? sodium 
dbloride solution of concentration 5*00 mol and 5*00 water 
used) gives tÂe curves show in Fig* 29 * Titrant (concentration as 
above) was added in 0*10 portions and additions were made at ^
•|> - minute intervals* It is dear from the curves that an optimum 
gelatin concentration is reached at about 2 #* Also this does not 
set quiddy*

(v) . Gelatin concentration and and-point
Also Investigated was the possible influence of gelatin 

concentration on the ei^point titrant volume* Three different 
sodium chloride • gelatin mixtures ware titrated with sodisns 
sulphate (1*00 mol dm"*̂ ) using 2 $» J %, U% gelatin sols* Tbs 
change in gradient due to changing gelatin concentration affects the 
lyotropic number to the extent of approxiinately 0*4 %• %is can be 
ignored* Confirmation of this was provided by determining the bromide 
and nitrate lyotropic curves in such a way that the gelatin end-point 
concentration was Ihe same for all mixtures» i*e* the various fixtures 
contained different gelatin concentrations before titration* The
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results are show In Fig# 30 # The gradients along the relevant 
portion of the curves are effectivoly unaltered by using 2 % gelatin 
for ©very mixtiire* The slight change of gelatin solubility is no 
doubt due to a small fluctuation of pH# As has been seen in part (iii) 
above the position of the ourve is most sensitive to pH in the region 
of pH 5*0» idiioh is the approxlsat© pH of %ase determinations#

(vi) The use of Agar
26Some of the early work on lyotrojy was carried out using agar # 

The author considers agar inferior to gelatin in these detemlnations 
for the fblloving reasons*

(1) Agar sols have to be used at a remperatRire in excess of 4P ̂ 0 
since on further cooling gelation occurs# This means that 
temperature control is much more difficult than with gelatin 
at 25 ̂ 0# Gelatin sols can be kept at 25 for some time 
(hours rather than minutes) before gelation takes place#

(2) The onset of turbidity is mud) sharper with gelatin thw with
agar# Titration of chloride mixtures 1 and 10 at 45 using
0#5i 1#0 and 1#5 # agar» and sodium sulphate of concentration
3«00 mol d«*^t gives the results show in Fig# 31 * Tte
results for two diloride mixtures using 2 % gelatin and
sodium sulphate of oonoentration 1*80 mol da**" are given for

ocomparison» these being 25 C determinations# It would
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appear thet 1$ agar W  th« optibaum agar sol
oomcwtration (sharpest drop In galvanometer reading)*

(3) The flocculation of agar does not occur In the san» lannor 
as gelatin and galvanometer reading are not as steady#

For these reasons the use of agar produces a greater spread of 
points on the lyotropic curve and Is therefore less satisfactory#
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Secftion 2# Ion hydration* lyotropic curves and lyotropic numbers
gM VO

It is established that at ambient t^&peratures water has
a tetrahedral structure similar to that of ice» so that each water
molecule tmids to be surrounded by four nearest neighbour water
molecules# X-ray scattering experiments^*^ indicate that the
tetrahedral arrangement persists in small regions of the liquid»
although no long-range order is found# Water has been described as
a broken-down ice structure» eadi 8»leoule striving to bond itself to
four nei^bouring molecules» but in which bonds are continually
breaking and reforming so that at any instant a molecule is likely to

42be bonded to less than fbur others# fmxik and Wen postulate that 
association of water molecules is a co-operative process so that the 
association of two molecules proiaotes the further association of these 
with other molecules# Hence dusters of molecules will tend to form» 
and break up» giving a picture of “flickering dusters*# The 
life-time of the dusters (10**̂  ̂to 10 ^s) is significant since it 
is 10^ to 10^ times the period of molecular vibration# Increase in 
temperature causes hydrogen bonds to break and increase the proportion 
of free molecules# The low solubility of non-polar solutes in water 
is attributed to a large entropy decrease ̂ Ich aeoompaniea 
dissolution^*^» making A G positive# This entropy decrease is 
ascribed to the prcsaotlon of water*vater interaction in the
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neighbourhood of the solute particles} such solutes are said to be 
“structure formers*.

Since the electric field in the neighbourhood of an ion in 
aqueous solution is intense^» it is to be expected that the nearest- 
nei^bour water molecules will align theuselves and become attracted 
to the ion (ion - dipole attraction)» thereby beccming imaobilised.
This alignment has bemi discussed by several authors (see for example 
referwioes 38, 45» 47» 48) | plausible orientations are shown in Fig. 32

H
(b) (c)

Fig. 32

Electrostriction has been used to explain the small or xfâgative values 
of the solute partial molal volumes and cosipressibllities in salt 
solutions. Attempts have been made to find hydration numbers » i.e. the 
number of ne«rest>-nelghbour water molecules directly associated with 
an ion. This is not easy since it is necessary to decide arbitrarily 
which water molecules are to be regarded as belonging to the primary 
hydration sphere. Determination of the radial distribution for 
ion/water systaas by measurement of the areas of X-ray diffraction
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patterns of electrolyte solutions is regarded by ïfertŝ  ̂as being, in
principle, a satisfactory method of determining hydration numbers*

4,6,4,9-.51these numbers have also been found by methods involving
mobilities of ions in an applied electric field, the compressibili^ 
of solutions compared with that of the pure solvent, and by W®. Some 
values of hydration numbers are given in Table 9. Clearly thwe can 
be great variation in the values obtained; this is to be expected as 
different methods use different criteria* the wide variation in 
magnitude serves to reinforce the doubtful utility of the concept of 
hydration number*

TABLS 9 
Hydration numbers

Ion I etbod
Ref*X-ray !4obilities Compressibilities tm

Ll^ 5 4 46
Ha^ 4 5 46
K* 4 4 5 46,49

12 12 6 46,49
Cl* 6*2 - 7*3 4 2 46,49
Br* 7*2 • 8*9 2 1 46,49

r 8 - 9 1 1 46,49

31the early discussions (xmsidered that the principal action of an 
ion is to bind nearest-neiĝ bofur water lolecules* this was disproved
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ty the fact that a caesiuia chloride aolutlon, for example^ of 
concentration 0*1 mol <3eT̂ , is more fluid than pure water* Bernal 
and Fovler̂ *̂  interpreted this tgr proposing that the ions were in some
way breaking the water structure, a similar conclusion being later

A3 /proacdiod by Frank and Brans * Frank and Wen have shown that all the
 ̂ 4"alkali metal ions except Li and Na , and all of the halide Ions 

except F**t lose **too little" entropy idien dissolved from the gas state 
to infinite dilution* The entropy of solution for potassium chloride 
is -51*9 cal mol ^ K*̂ , lAereas that for argon is (60*5) cal mol ̂  K ̂ * 
It follows that the presence of some ions in water causes in some way 
a more random arrangement of the water molecules* Frank and Wen have 
proposed the structure in the nei^bourhood of an ion as shown in 
Fig* 33 .

- = © _ p

Fig. 33
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Region A consista of olectrostrictod water moleculea and region C la
nor iaX water* In region B there are the oompeting influences of the
ion and the normal (hulk) water so that here #mre is a disorder
greater than in normal water* This picture is supported hy data from

18the diffusion of 82 0 throu^ salt solutions and from the temperature 
ooeffloimt of relative visoosity^^*^^* According to Frank, cations 
smaller or more highly charged than K* are structure^formers* K* is 
flli^tly structure-lreaking and the effect increases from to Cs**
F is structure-forming hut d  , Bp , and I are increasingly structure-

•» •» 3— •"breaking* 80^ and dO^ are structure-broakers, SO^ less so; OH is
structure-forming* Ih the case of strueture-formers region A 
encroaches on region B hut there will always be some disorder in 
region B* For large singly-charged ions (structuro-hreakers) this does 
not occur* Whereas Frank assumes that region A always exists, Qamey^^ 
proposes that for ions such as Cs* region B extends into region A and 
may extinguish it completely.

Many models have bew used to calculate ion hydration 
e n t h a l p y * T h e  principle of the methods is to evaluate the 
energy diangos associated with (i) the removal of a group of (n f l) 
water molecules leaving a cavity in the water, (il) the break-up of this 
group of molecules, (ill) the formation of ion - dipole bonds betweac 
the ion and n water molecules, (iv) the transfer of the ion and its 
primary hydration sheath frcsa vacuum to the solvent cavity.
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(v) «djustiient of the cavity to fit the hydrated ion, (vi) the return 
of a single water ndeoule from vacuum to water. The various

SB
treatiients represent successive improvements and Bookris reports
that, using these steps and allowing for lon-quadrupole interactions
in (ill), the process gives agreement with Halliwell and %turg values
to within 5 %m One of the difficulties in evaluating hydration
enthalpies is the question of ion sise. For example, radii

56calculated frcsa electron density maps are quite different from 

Pauling radii and from van dsr Waals radii . Mo single dbaracteristic 
sise can he assigned to an ion; the apparent ionic radius depends on 
the physical property under discussion and will differ for different

58properties. Since ions in a crystal are under oonsiderahle compression, 
it is to be expected that the radius of an isolated ion in the gas 
phase will be greater than its radius in the crystal. Assigning a 
radius to an aqueous ion is not easy. Ihe small enthalpies of solution 
of most ionic crystals indicates that the forces acting on ions in 
water are sinilar to those in the crystal. A reasonable procedure, 
therefore, is to use crystal radii for ixms in soluticm. Xn the 
hydration process the ion is transferred from the gas phase to aqueous 
solution so that the question of choice of radius arises. As has 
previously been mentioned, some workers have used crystal radii to 
whidi has been added 0.1 A for anions and 0.8$ A for cations.
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the above discussion of the nature of the Ion - water Interaction
forms an introduction to the present study of the solubility of gelatin
in the presence of dissolved electrolytes. The stability of lyopbilio
colloid systems such as gelatin is due to the charge on the particles

59-61and to a layer of water molecules surrounding the particles . Since
gelatin sols cam be cpiite stable at the isoelectric point, the hydration
of the particles is dearly an important factor in their stability; it
is '̂ nrough the hydrophilic groupings that the protein is able to bind
water to itself* Such a colloidal system can be precipitated by adding
acetone or alcohol or by a sufficient concentration of some electrolytes.
It is believed that the action of these organic substances and that the
lyotropic action of ions is due to isbeir ability to desolvate the
colloid partides, henoe allowing the particles to coalesce and
precipitate. The hydration enthalpy of an ion is a measure of the
strength of the ion « water bonding and it la therefore not surprising
that a relationship was found between lyotropic number, %Aidi measures

25,29the ability of an ion to precipitate gelatin, and hydration enthdpy •
The lyotropic lines lAidi have, in ’tixe present work, been 

determined are shown in Fig. 34-38 (an asterisk indicates lhat the 
graph is incapable of any appreciable extension because of solubility 
limitations). Exaainatlcm of these shows that several are sigmoid.
In all but two there is a linear middle section (the dldiromate line is
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continuously curved} iodide is similar but of smaller curvature) as 
sketched In Fig. 39 .

X

CONCEMmATlONi

Fig. 39

For many ions no section C is â ^̂ orent. Xn the original 
determinations of Badiner et al# the change of gradient B to C vas not 
detected} at higher concentrations of X than section A the line vas 
straight. The gradients used in the evaluation of Buchner* s lyotropic 
numbers vsre therefore in many eases somediere betveen the gradients 
of sections B and C, It is considered that %Aere all three sections 
exist section B should be used for the determination of lyotropic 
number. Hovever high the concentration, solutions of sodium bromide or 
sodium iodide, for example, viU not flocculate a gelatin sol# Br and 
I* ions are therefore definitely anti-flocculating in tdiat the
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experimental curve vlll not intersect the ordinate axis# Section B 
is therefore used to evaluate lyotropic nunber, a laeasure of 
flocculating power# Throughout the section B concentration range the 
presence of these ions makes flocculation more difficult since a 
higher concentration of sulphate is needed; This is a "salting - in" 
effect# Thus, although the introduction of these ions facilitates the 
flocculation of gelatin at the extremes of Idie lyotropic line, they 
are not aimAv flocculating#

Consideration must be given idiere section B of the line is not 
well - defined# It vas found that the transitimi of section B into 
section G occurs at an ionic str^igth ) of approximately 3#I - 3#2 
and that the change A to B Is completed at an ionic strength not 
exceeding 2#4 # It vas therefore decided that in the above - iwitioned 
graphs the gradient used fbr the evaluation of lyotropic number should 
be taken at = 2#75 • This operationally - defined procedure Is
applied to sigaoid lines where the linear section B is small, l#e# for

3- —O r ^  and I #
The evaluation of lyotropic numbers has, using the alkali halide

crystals as standards for lattice energy, allowed the evaluation of
other lattice energies by interpolation of the relationship between

25hydration enthalpy and lyotropic number# This has been found 
satisfactory fbr crystals of the same stoichioietry as that of the
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alkali halides (K^) and In this work the nrocedure has been extended
to the évaluation of the lattice energies of crystals of the type
I 11L II IIM 2?, K *^2 and M T, ^Aere M are the alkaline • earth metals.
Consider the following diagram vtiidti shows the chloride lyotropic line*

CONC£N(f^llONJ
NclCI

•00

CoNCENTi^AnoM NcL So.

Pig. 40

Since a smaller concentration of sodium sul^iate is required to take 
tdm place of a given concentration of soditm diloride, clearly the
flocculating power of sodinm sulphate is the greater, ka this work is
concerned with mixtures of salts it is appropriate to include in any 
evaluation of flocculating power some measure of the Ionic strength 
contributlcajs of the two salts. Referring to Fig. 40 we therefore 
writeI
Flocculating power of 80^ fbr unit ionic concentration Ra^^^ 1.00
Flocculating power of Cl for unit ionic concentration HaCl 0.146
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where Ionic conc^tration of a salt is the oontrlhitlozi of that salt 
to the ionic strmigth ca^ of a binary salt mixture» both salts
at unit molarity.

For a concentration 1.00 m d  dm the ionic concentration of a 
univalent 111 electrolyte is 1» that for the type hFgl is 3p and for 
compounds of the type is 4# assuming complete dissociation.
%erofore

a-Flocculating power of 80, 1.00 3
Flocculating power of d  0.146 1

so that the effective cot value for sulphate is 3.00» for chloride 
0.146 . Fixing the lyptropie number» of fluoride as 22.0 and that 
of iodide as 16.7» and using the relationship

Ry = a cot ̂  ♦ b 
the constants are a = 6.58» b s 17.95 .

Table 10 shows the values of lyotroplo numbor calculated in this 
way; owing to the different standard values of H used» and the 
different method of evaluation» these wmbers are quite different to 
the lyotropic numbers of Budmer (see Table 5). It should also be 
remembered that these values) measure the anion flocculating power 
in the preamioe of univalent cations.

Graphs of combined im hydration enthalpy against are shown in
Fig. 41 . These are not quite linear thou#i the error in assuming

-1linearity would only be 2 - 3 kcal mol in the Interpolation of

m  Ô1



Anion m & J âcot (h Halatlve flooeulating
power

LyotropdLe number

Fluoride
Chloride
Bromide
Iodide
Sulphate
Chlorate
Bromato
lodate

♦0.615 
♦ 0.146
- 0.0356
— 0.1^
♦ 1.00
♦ 0.0622
♦ 0.237
♦ 0.501

Perdilorate • 0.0390
Periodate ♦ 1#00
Formate ♦ 0.299
Acetate ♦ 0.320
nitrate ♦ 0.083
Nitrite ♦ 0.105
Tartrate ♦ 0.965
Citrate ♦ 1.60
Benaenesulphonate •0.812
Cyanide ♦ 0.266
Azide • 0.0189
Ferrocyanide ♦ 1.54
Thiooyanate • 0.213
Molybdate ♦ 0.633
Thngetate ♦ 0.702
îhiosulphate ♦ 0.625
Ghromate ♦ 0.498
Dichromate • 0.306

♦ 0.615
♦ 0.146
• 0.0356 
-  0.190
♦ 3.00
♦ 0.0622
♦ 0.237
♦ 0.501
- 0.0390
♦ 1.00
♦ 0.299
♦ 0.320
♦ 0.083
♦ 0.105
♦ 2.89
♦ 9.60
♦  o .m .2

♦ 0.266
- 0.0189
♦ 15.4
- 0.213
♦ 1.90
♦ 2.10
♦ 1.87
♦ 1.49
♦ 0.918

22.0
18.9
17.7
16.7
37.7
18.4
19.5 
21.2
17.7
24.5
19.9 
20.0
18.5
18.6
37.0
81.1 
12.6
19.7
17.8 
119 
16.5
30.4
31.8 
30.3
27.8
11.9
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oombinod ion hydration enthalpy for univalent 111 salts* However» 
extrapolation, particularly for salts of the type could lead to
serious error* Therefore the points were fitted to polynomials of 
increasing degree*

- H = ♦ ajHy ♦ .....

where n = 0» 1» 2 and 3*

With only four points for eadi metal an exact fit to a third degree 
polynomial could be obtained* There is no reason to suppose that the 
relation between and is o^er than monotonie and henoe a second 
degree polynomial was selected as giving the best representation of the 
results* * Goodness of fit* was measured in terms of residual mean

E  ([-«cajcd] " [““«cptl])^ =

this was significantly better for the saooz^ degree compared with the
first degree (linear) polynomial in every case* % e  coefficients and
the RMS values are given in Table 11*
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Table u
Polynomial ooefficlenta and Rt<5 values

Metal n *b "1 *2 W3

Lithium 1 1.6170 11.147 0 . ^
2 77.225 3.296 0.20145 0.362

Sodium 1 - 5.5104 10.189 2.435
2 173.06 - 8.3538 0.47578 0.573

Potassium 1 - 18.270 9.8474 3.370
2 189.69 • 11.747 0.55409 0.844

Rubidium 1 - 20.615 9.7136 2.404
2 141.38 - 7â076 0.43162 0.871

Caesium 1 - 44.793 10.478 11.93
2 372.94 • 32.900 1.1130 1.742

%e data used in the evaluation of -H for the alkali halides» 
together vith the lyotropic numbers» are shown, in Table 12# From the 
lattice enthalpies of the alkali halides (%^C) and their standard 
enthalpies of solution the corresponding combined ion hydration 
enthalpies were found from the relationship*

- -H ♦ Û H ®  « W T I O H U
Vbsre Is the lattice enthalpy at 298 K,

R is the combined ion hydration enthalpy at 298 K»

the standard enthalpy of solution#
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TABLE 12 
Values in keal mol

Compound 6 - R Lyotroi
number,

LI F 248.4 ♦ 1.09 247.31 22.0
Li Cl 202.0 - 8.88 ao.88 18.9
Li Br 187.9 -11.73 199.63 17.7
Li I 172.9 -15.13 188.03 16.7
Ha f a9.7 ♦ 0.06 a9.64
Ha a 185.3 ♦ 0.93 184.37
Ha Br 175.3 - 0.15 175.45
%  I 163.9 - 1.81 165.71
K F 195.3 - 4.24 199.54
K Cl 168.8 ♦ 4.12 164.68
K Br 161.6 + 4.79 156.81
K I 152.3 ♦ 4.90 147.4
Kb F 187.7 — 6.32 194.02
Kb d 164.3 ♦ 4.01 160.29
Kb Br 157.5 ♦ 5.23 152.27
Kb I 148.6 ♦ 6.20 142.4
Co F 179.0 • 9.00 188.0
Cs Cl 151.7 ♦ 4.30 147.4
Cs Br 147.6 ♦ 6.20 141.4
Cs I 140.9 ♦ 7.90 133.0

A  0Values of ZlH- ware oalculated fTora Bom • Haber enargy values of
62 ^ 63 Huheey which are in good agreenmit with Cubiociotti values .

A UValues of à Kq are from H.B.8, circular 500 •
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It is now possible to find H for an alkali letal salt if the
lyotropic number is known. Interpolated values will be more reliable
than extrapolated values.

Table 13 gives the corresponding data for the alkaline earth
halides. Standard enthalpies of solution were taken from H.B.S.

64Technical Rote 27t>-6 with the exception of Kg and Sr Pg • The 
values for aagnesiua and strontixem fluorides were c^oulated using the 
relationship

M**, aq] ♦ 2 [f“, aq - Ah ® M Fg,eJ
and taking necessary data from references 64 and 65.

Graphs of lyotropic number against combined ion hydration mthalpy
for the alkaline earth halides are shown in Pig. 42 . Frcxa these it is
now possible to find other values of hydration enthalpy if the
appropriate lyotropic numbers aï*e known. Here the hydration enthalpies
of compounds of the sgaae stoichiometry as the alkaline earth halides
can be obtained by interpolation or extrapolation. If values for

II IIcompounds of the type K Y are required then the previous procedure is 
applied as fbllowst

II nFlocculating power of Y ̂  in te presence of M ions ^  1.00 y 4
flocculating power of 03^ in the presence of ions 0.146 3
Using the same lyotropic numbers fbr the halide ions as before the
sulphate ion now has a lyotropic number of 36.7 . Other values are
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M L B  13

Compound
Values In kcal mol^^

-H

KgFj 698.8 - 3.52 702.3 22.0
Kg Gig »6,8 —38.2 635.0 18.9
Mg BTg 572,8 —44.38 617.2 17.7
Mg Ig 5A6.8 -50.96 597.6 16.7
C.Fg 623.8 ♦ 2,76 621.0

S3..8 -19.44 551.2
GaBfj 508.8 —24.64 533U
Calj 486.8 —28.62 515.4
STF2 991.8 - 0.19 592.0
Sr Clg 507.8 412.25 520.0
SrBrg 486.8 -17.05 503.8
srig 461.8 -23.43 485.2

556.8 ♦ 1.00 555.8
BaClg 483.8 - 3.20 487.0
B.Br2 464.8 - 5.60 470.4
B.12 439.8 -10.98 450.8

t The lattioe enthalpy values were omloulated {using = 0 ♦ 3RT)
from a self-oonsistent set of lattice energy values (298 K) evaluated,

66using the Bom • Haber cycle, by Findi and Gardner • These are in
67good agreement with the values of Bradcett and Brackett and with

68many values calculated by Korris »
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in Table 14# A H  univalent aniens will have the same lyotropic
TABLE 14

Anion Lyotropic number, Ry
Tartrate 26#4
Citrate 39.0
Ferrocyanide 51.7
Folybdate 23.5
Tungstate 24.1
Thiosulphate 23.4
Chronate 22.3
Didbromate 15.3
Sulphate 26.7

numbers as before#
!^S values again Indicate that second degree polynomials should 

be used (see Table 15)i
TABLE 15

Polynomial coefficients a*^ values
Metal n a0 ®i •2 ms

Magnesium 1 267.029 ♦ 19.7102 6.929
2 557.4705 - 10.4493 ♦ 0.773865 2.00

Calcium 1 178.317 ♦ a).o23o 10.825
2 576.975 - a .3739 * 1.06220 1.54

Strontium 1 144.687 ♦ 20.216 15.62
2 607.549 • 27.8480 + 1.23327 3.11

Barium 1 118.427 + 19.791 10.04
2 463.324 - 16.02289 ♦ 0.918960 1.00
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The results of flooouXatlon experiments at low ooneentrations are
shown in Mg. 43 « %0se Www dloarly that the relative effeet of the

—3halide ions at ooneentrations less than 0.1 mol âm is reverse
of their effect at concentrations used for the evaluation of lyotropic
number. The reason for this, and for the existence of section C of the
lyotropic lines, is not dear. This type of lyotropic reversal has also
been reported for the precipitation of collagen fibrils tros& solutions
of electrolytes at low ionic strengths . The lyotropic curves do
indicate that low concentrations of the larger ions cause gelatin sols
to be more readily flocculated by sodium sulphate, and since these
larger ions do not themselves cause flocculation they mist be assisting
in some other way. It may be that, at low concentrations, the easier
flocculation of the gelatin by the larger iodide ion (as axapared to the
fluoride ion) is due to a eriallar number of water molecules in the
gelatin • sodium iodide mixtures (than in the gelatin • sodium fluoride
mixtures). One mi#rt expect a solution of sodium iodide of given
ccmcentration (mol dm ̂ ) to contain a osaller number of water molecules
than a solution of sodium fluoride of the same concentration because
iodide ions themselves take up more space and have a snaller power of
électrostriction of water molecules than fluoride ions. The increasing
partial molar refraction values of sodium fluoride, sodium diloride,

70sodium bromide and sodium iodide in aquecms solution confirm this. If
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there is a mailer number of water molecules In an iodide • gelatin 
mixture then a emaller oonoentration of sodiisn sulphate Is needed to 
desolvate the gelatin#

•XAlong section B the sodium iodide has a "saltin^^da” effect#
55Bodcris believes that salting*in Is  due to one of two influsnoes*

(a) the substance being flocoolated (gelatin) contains groups of greater 
dipole than in water; (b) dispersion fbroas operate between the added 
ions and the non-electrolyte# (a) is not relewt here since some ions 
do flocculate gelatin# (b) is a possible explanation sinoe the larger 
halide ions nay reasonably be expected to fora strongw dispersion forces 
with the large gelatin aggregates than would the mailer halides because
of their larger polarisability (Bodcris quotes alkyl anmoniua salts as‘ ♦
having good salting-im properties because of the large cation)# In
addition the larger ions would have smaller primary hydration spheres;
this would miable the ion to associate more freely with gelatin

72aggregates# It has been pointed out that anti-floeculating ions, sud*
as perdilorate and thiocyanate, dissolve in water and in organic solvents#
The latter property would indicate a degree of oovalmcy caused by the
ability of the larger anion electron cloud to deform# At even higher
ooncentraticms (section C) this salting-in effect may be reduced due to

76a degree of ion-pairing of the added sodium salt, e#g. iodide, so that 
less sodium sulphate is required for flocculation# The sulphate would 
also be partly ion-paired, but there oould be sufficient free ions for
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fXocculatlont and patra themaelvea cause floeeulatioxu4
In general» decrease in charge and increase in ion radius (r) causes

a decrease In flocculating power. As the thermodienioal radius
increases within the halate series so the flocculating power (measured
hy Rj) decreases. Likewise there Is a decrease of flocculating power as
the Pauling radius increases within the halide series. It is interesting
that the decrease In thermoche"»iesl radius in the series dO^ — > 10^
is in agreecent with the l^otropio properties of the ions» whereas most
chemists would intuitively ̂ pect the halate ion radius to increase
through the series. Bbrmate and acetate ions have similar radii and
similar lyotropic numhers. % e  more highly charged ions gudi as tartrate
and citrate have good flocculating power. It is reasonable therefore to

77try to connect flocculating power with ionic potential » hut this is 
not easy he cause of the extreme difficulty of assigning consistent radii 
for a large number of ions. Pig. 44 shows a graph of l/r against 
lyotropic number for the halide ions, a restricted group for which ion 
radius is consistent. Pig. 45 is a similar graph for the halate Ions. 
Both lines are gentle curves and not far removed from linearity. Per 
the halide ions met depends on the choice of fluoride ion radius#
Table 16 shows how the magnitude of ion radius depends on the source.
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16
Ion I*» radliu / A

Paaliag^ 01Kleotcon danal'^ mpe Ckddseinidt
0,60 0.93 0.78
0.95 1.17 0.98
1.33 1.49 1.33

Kb* 1.48 1.64 1.49
Gs^ 1.69 1.83 1.65
m
T 1.36 1.16 1.33
cjT 1.81 1.64 1.81
mBr 1.95 1.80 1.96

r 2.16 2.04 2.20

During the laat 25 yoars wtk in ilhe field of lyotroRy has heen 
scant and has consisted of attempts to relate the lyotropic series to 
other properties* % e  yoik of K^neratein and %einin has Wen already 
nentioi^ in the Xntrodacticm* Others'^ have investigated the effects 
of flocculating and antl»flooaulatiDg ions on the osmotic presmire of 
alcohol - eater solutions and on the vapour pressure of aqpeous solutions 
of acetone# they also note that anti-flocculating compounds show a 
tendency to die solve in organic solvents as wall as in water* the results 
are consistent with a corratation between loss of flocculating power and 
an increase in structuro-breaking tendency and an increase in the
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defbrmmWlliy of the ion. Thus fhe IncreaM ia t W  oaraotlo pressure of
such solutions caused ty arntimflocculating ions is in line with sa
increase in the structural température caused by these ions# More 

78recently the order of seme ions in the lyotropic series has been 
confirmed and the importance of protein dehydration during flocculation 
re-iterated.
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(b) UTTiGs gNTHiOPiBs mxi LTOÎROPIC mmm 
Section 1» Cknnpariaon of some present values with values froa other aoaroea 

The procedure used for finding the comtdned ion hydration enthalpy,
H, of a particular Group I or Group II salt nay be susmiarlsed as follows.
The appropriate anion lyotropic number (ü̂ ) was taken from Table 10 or 
Table liU Table 10 gives values of anions in the presence of univalent 
cations (Group I salts)} Table 14 gives values of anions in the 
presence of bivalent cations (Group XI salts). Only univalent anions 
have the same lyotropic numbers in both cases (these nunbm are given 
in Table 10). The combined ion hydration enthalpy was then found trm 
the appropriate relationship connecting «H and Pig. 41 and Fig. 42 
were used to Interpolate -H values and the following equations ware used 
for extrapolation}
Limm; -H = 77.22 ♦ 3.296 ♦ 20.2014 N g

HQOATXOR a
S0Dm4 = 173.1 8.354 \ ♦ 0.4758 8, BQOATIOH 22
POTASSDBÎ = 189.7 ( 11.75 Hy + 0.5541 EaO iTIOH 23
mmiDim -H = 141.4 7.108 Ny 4- 0.4316 BQUATIOH 24
GlESim -H « 372.9 32.^ Sy ♦ 1.113 mOATIOH 25
MAGHSSm -H = 557.5 10.45 Hy 0.7739 Hjj® B9UÎI0H 26
CALOIOH -H = 577.0 «R» 21.37 Ky ♦ 1.062 Hy® ■ HQD ÆIOH 27
STRONTIUM -H e 607.5 27.85 Hy ♦ 1.833 Hy^ sÿs .TioH as
BARim -H = 463.3 16.02 Ny •*> 0.919 Hj^ mOATION 23
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kB haa horn previously pointed out, second degree polynomials give the 
best repros^tation of the results (see p. 84 and Tables 11 and 15)#

The lattice enthalpies (298 K) were then found using equation 111
AH? s -H ♦ Al^L 8

AB^ values mre mostly enthalpies to infinite dilution# An asterisk 
indicates that an enthalpy of solution to IGC# (n is the mole ratio 
water to MX) has been used# The value of a was not less than 220. The
effect of using these latter values is a dmnge in the lattice enthalpy
of only a snail fraction of 2ÿ.

Lattice enthalpy values fbr dpoup 1 and Group II asides and
cyanides are shorn in Tables 17 and 13 respectively, with the
oorrespcxiding lattice energies for oamparison wilh other calculated 
Values. It can be seen that values from the proeent woxie are 
comparable with other calĉ XLated values.

Tn Seotiosfi 2 and 3 present values of lattice cmthaliy for (broup I 
and Group II salts respectively are given. A double asterisk indicates 
that the value was not previously available.
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TàBLS 3.7 
Alkali metal azidea cyanides

Ooffipouud -H
(values In keal

0
> a ̂
fatsiisirskli 6 Lee

Qray^
Vaddlugtoa

u 199.5 - 2,60^ 197 196 194
NaH3 175.0 ♦ 3.17^ 178 177 175

156.5 ♦ 5.82^
t

162 161 157
Bb »3 152.0 * 6.70 159 158 150

140.5 ♦ 8.70^ 149 148 143
Li 09 220.0 - 8.9 ^ m 2310
%  09 193.0 ♦ 1.2* 194 193 185 178
K 09 173.5 ♦ 7.0 " 180 179 167 161
Kb 09 169.0 ♦ 6.6* 176 175
Cs Of 157.5 .7.4* 165 164

t Values fKSB Gray^ Waddisgton ( ̂  ) 
i t  Values trm  L a d ^ *

YABIÆ 18
AlkgdLiaa earth asides and cyanides 

(imlues In kcai aol*^ at 29^ k)
Ocmpomâ -H 9 Gray

Waddi%toa 16latsimirskll
0a(i^)2 532 « 1. TO f 530 526 5317
Sr{*3)2 502 - 1.03 501 499 494
Ga(CH)2 see -12.8 ***" 555 553 542

BaCdOj 504 - 2.8 501 499 489

Data Srom ref# 64 & B2 
ŸData tram ref# 64

- [ « V2»«]
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(values In kcal mol"*
Oilorates
Salt

at 298 K) 

« B
s K

Sodium 180.5 * 4.95 185
ibtasslnm 161.5 ♦ 9.96 171
Rubidium 157.0 *11.4 168
Caesium 144.0 ♦13.36 157
Brocates

KSàLt • H A b»
Lithium 217.5 ♦ 0.34 218
Sodium 191.0 ♦ 6,35 197
Potassium 171.5 ♦ 9.70 181
HuMdlum 167.0 ♦11.69 179
Caesium 155.0 ♦12.00 167

Xodates
Salt « H A ^ A ^

Lithium 237.5 ♦ 1.59 239

soditBB 209.5 ♦ 4.83* 2 U
Potassium 189.5 ♦ 6.63 * 196

%% Rubidlun 185.0 ♦11.2 196
Caesium 176.0 ♦12.5 * 188

i BQO ref# 84 
it see ref. 85
“ttt calculated using = AH® ĵ K̂ ,aq̂  ♦ Ah® [io ,«q] - Al^ [iCD^.cJ 
Data from ref. 35# 82# 86.
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Nitrates
Salt - R ■ AH® 35s
Lithium 207.0 - 0,65 206
Sodium 1S1.5 ♦ 4,89 186
Potassium 162.5 ♦ 8,34 171
Rubidium 153.0 ♦ 8,74 167
Caesium 146.0 ♦ 9,51 156
Nitrites
Salt - R K

Sodium 132.5 ♦ 3.3 1%
Potassium 163.0 ♦ 3 . 3 * 166
Thioarauatas
Salt - R

K

Sodium 164.0 ♦ 1.63 166
Ibtassluu 147.0 ♦ 5.82 153
Formates
Salt — R K  ” H _______
Sodium 195.0 ♦ 0,11 ^ 195
Potassium 175.5 ♦ 0,30 176
Acetates
Salt - R

K

Sodium 196.0 - 4.32 192
Potassium 176.5 - 3.68 m
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Molybdates
Salt - n à f  ^ 6 &H®L
^^Lithlaa 363.4 — 8.1 355
W  Sodium 359.3 - 2.13 357
M  Potassium 344.0 - 1.11 343
^Rubidiuffi 324.0 ♦ 0.94 325
i" calculated Axm 
Data from ref. 35#
Tbagdtatee

2 AkÇ b̂ *,aq] 
87, 88 .

' C^2

s*at - R
K

^SodluB 388.4 ♦ 14.1 402
Rubidium 351.9 ♦ 1.1 353

tcalculated (Tom = 2 ,aq} ♦ AîÇ
Chromâtes Data from re f.3 5 ,88,89.

Salt - n A h®8 X
"^^Llthbm 324.7 - 10.8 "f 314

Sodium 308.9 - 3.00 ^ * 306
Potassium 391.1 ♦ 4.49 * 36

iPHk Rubidium 277.0 ♦ 5.9 t  ̂ 283
t ref. 90 ■ft ref 35
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PdrdiXorat98

Salt - R
K

Lithium 198 - 6.35 192
Sodium 174 ♦ 3.32 177
Potassium 156 *12.20 168
Butddium 151 ♦13.56 165
Caesium 140 ♦13.25 153

Periodates
Salt • H A f AifL

Sodium 254 ♦ 9.00 253

Section 3 Group II saXta 
( yaIuos in at 298 K)
Chlorates^ teMsatog» Aodates
Salt - R a h;

Calcium tra&ate 564 ♦ 1.4 64 565
Calcium lodate 602 ♦ 5.5 t 607
Strontium lodate 571 ♦ 8.75 t 580
Barim chlorate 479 + 6.1 64 485

^^Bariiun hromate 5B0 *11.44 64 * 5U
Bariim lodate 537 ♦11.2 64 548

T  caXoulatgd as fbr caXcfum azlde (Tabla 18) using the eema sources.
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Perdilorateo
Salt - K Arf»8 ah®L

Magnesium 6 U -37.43 577
Calcium 530 -15.47 515
Strontium 5CXL -9.96 491
Barium 467 ♦ 1,00 1 468

titrates
Salt • H s Aïf

L
HagaasiuB 63B -a.73 606
Calcium 544 - 4.98 539
Strontium 5 U ♦ 4.23 518
Barium 4SI ♦ 9.49 490

Nitrites

8Salt « H
<

Calcium 546 - 2.3 ^ 544
Strontium 516 ♦ 1.7 ^ 518
Barium 483 ♦ 5.1 488
IFbmates
Salt - R AB» <
Calcium 572 - 1.10 ̂  * 571
Strontium 542 - 0.87 + 541
Bariim 506 ♦ 2.0^ 510
t calculated as for calcium aside (Table IS) using the same sources.
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Acetates
Salt - H 8
Calcium 574 • 6.46 566
Strontium 544 — 5.90 538
Barium 510 — 6.02 504
Tungstataa
Salt - H AH®s <

Magnaaium 755 - 2.38 + 753
Calcium 679 ♦6.4 685
Strontium 652.5 * 4.35 + 657
Barium 6 U ♦ 3.4 + 614

t calculated as for calcium aside (Table 16} using ref. 64 69#
Kolybdates
Salt - H <

$4= Magnesium 739 -15.07 724
Calcium 662 ♦ 0.2 662
strontium 634.5 ♦ 1.25 ^ 636
Barium ^4.5 * 3.2 + 596

t calculated as for calcium aside (Table 16) using ref. 64 and 67.
Chromâtes
Salt - H A h®a K

Magnesium 712.2 - 2.9
" In

709
Calcium 628.5 628
Strontium 600.0

: :  :
601

Barium 563.3 570
“t" osttaated
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Suliiiatea
Salt - H 3 K

Kagnesiuffi 830.5 -a.8 809
Calcium 763.5 — 6.42 757
Strontium 742.5 - 0.47 742
Barium 690.0 ♦ 6.28 696

Section 4* The Apnli^ation of I^troplo Fe#od8 to the Détermination 
of Lattice Sathalnles 

This raotbod of deteErmixdng lattice enthalpies Involve# two stage## 
(I) the expérimental deteriinatlon of lyotropic mmhers# #md (2) the use 
of alkali halide lattice energies and standard enthalpies of solution, 
which are accurately kmown# to find the ion hydration enthalpies of other 
crystals and hence their lattice mxthalples provided that the 
corresponding standard enthalpies of solution are known#

The sxpariBMmtal determinations in (l) which have been carried out 
are oonsidered rm̂sb, loro precise than the original determinations of 
Budmer et al# The affects of temperature and pR are knem and are not 
significant, but it is essential to use repro^eible gelatin indicator; 
agar is less suitable# Two factors tngy reduce iha accuracy of the
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lyotropio number determjümtlons# (#) pronouaood and ooatinuoas 
curvature in the lyotropic liaes, thou^ rarely, makes gradient
determinatlcm more dlfficalt, and (b) a degree of insolubUity in the 
compound under investigation %6ich aUows only a limited range of 
concentrations to be examined.

Regarding (2) values of oomWned Ion hydration enthalpy can be 
readily interpolated on the halide oombijwd ion hydratim enthalpy 
lyotropic sunbar curves. For extrapolation the values should be fbuad 
by calculation. The greater the amount of extrapolatiem the greater 
any error is likely to be; it is considered that vifh the mount of 
extrapolation attempted here the error due to this procedure is not 
likely to be more than 1 2 ÿ.

Thus, for soluble salts, the lyotropic method can be readily 
applied to the determination of lattice enthalpies. Values are 
comparable with those fbuad by oihar ethods (see, for example, 
reference 93) a M  no knowledge of structural parameters is xmeded.
In this about 100 values of lattice enthalpy have been fbuad; 
approximately 35 were not previously available. For the uses of such 
values see references 2 and 94#
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ksvnmu 1
Determination of lyptropte lines at 25 ®C 

In all eases the standard procédure given in EXPERIMENTAI,, Section 4, 
vas used. Titres are all in em̂ , concentrations in aol and pR
values are fbr end-point gelatin » salt mixtures.

A 1.00 K solution has a concentration 1.00 mol da .
GHLOaim

5.00 K solution used 
pRi 5.0

. ' H
Mixture Titre Sodium chloride Sodium aulphgls

eonc^tration ooncentraticm
2 0.40 3.46 0.0766
3 0.67 3.10 0.125
4 0.98 2.76 0.177
5 1.32 2.42 o.#o
6 1.57 2.13 0.268
7 1.87 1.84 0.310
8 2.17 1.57 0.350
9 2.45 1.31 0.385
10 2.78 1.06 0.425
11 3.12 0.825 0.463
12 3.55 0.597 0.509
13 3.90- 0.388 0.544
14 4.60 0.184 0.608
15 5.50̂ 0.000 0.683
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m m m

6.00 M solution used 
pHt 5.4

Ixtwre Titre Sodium bromide 
oomeentration

Sodium sulphate 
oemoentrati^

1 4.46 3a2 0.597
2 4.60 2.87 0.609
3 4.68 %63 0.616
4 4.63 2.42 0.611
5 4.70 2.19 0.617
6 4.60 1.98 0.609
7 4.58 1.77 0.607
8 4.48 1.56 0 . ^
9 4.42 1.34 0.993
10 4.28 1.13 0.580
11 4.25 , 0.906 0.577
12 4.10 0.687 0.564
13 4.25 0.453 0.577
14 4.60 0.220 0.609
15 5.50 0.000 0.682
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Mixture

8.00 tf solution used 
fRi 5.8

Titre Sodium
eoneen

Sodium sjilgNlste: 
eenoentPijl|pn

ir.' v- ' .

1 7*50 3.39 0.818
2 7.48 3*15 6.817I . • f
3 7.42 2.92 6,813
4 7.38 2.68 O.SU
5 7.17< : 2.47 0.7M
6 ' 6.% 2.25 6.7%
7 6.70 2.04 6.768
8 6.40 1.82 0.748
9 5.95 1.60 6.717

5.48; K : 1 1.38 0.680
11 5.00 1.U 0.643«
12 4.45 0.892 0.595

13 3.80 0.625 0.535
u 3*10 0.315 0.524
15 5.50 0.000 0.683

A'~*
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FUK>&mi

Mlztur*

1
3
5
7
9
10
U
12
13
U
15

0.820 solution usod 
##6.4

Titre

2.78
3.25
3.70
4.15
4.65
^75
^95
5.20
5.45
5.53
5.55

Soâivm fluoride eonoentratî
0.487
0.401
0.3%
0.2»3
0.180
0.149
0.117
0.0866
0.0567
0.0282
0.000

Sodtcea 
eoneentrd

0.425
0.477
0.524
0.568
0.614
,0.621
0.639
0.659
0.678
0.685
0.686

te
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cmoaiTB
6.00 * aoluti»! used 

#t 7.7
Mixture Titre Sodim chlorate

..
Soâl» «1 
ocmee&tret

1 1.92 3.85 0.316
2 . 2.42 3.42 0.381
3 2.77 3.06 0*424
4 3.10" 2.73 0.461
5 3.33 2.4» 0.486
6 3.62 2.14 . 0.S6
7 3.77 1.88 o . m
8 4.00 1.&L 0.553
9 , 4.08 1.37 0.561
10 4^30 1.13 0.582
11 4.40 , 0.895 0.591
12 4.20

i
0.682 0.573

■ I

13 4.45 0.446 0.595
14 4.S5 0.217 0.630
15 5.50 0.000 0.683
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Mixture

1.50 M solution used
XBt 5.4

Titre Sodlm bromate 
oenseatrstloo

Sodium sulphate 
eenoentrstioa^

1 2.90 0.882 0.438
3 3*17 • f 0.739 0.469
5 3.55 0.997 0.509
7 ' 3.82 • 0.488 0,536
9 4.15 '1 0.342 0.568!; S
11 ' 4.45 - 0.223 0.995
13 ‘ 4.95 0.107 0.639
15 5.50

lODATB

0.000 0.683

0.328 N soluticm used
#i 5.4

Kture Titre Sodium iodate 
‘ jaonoentratioa

Sedlm eulph**#
«onooQtntim

1 ' 4i30 * 0.173 0.582
3 " 4.45 0.148 0.996
5 ' 4.58 0.121 0.607
7 4.73 0.0955 0.619
9 4i88 ' 0.0709 0.633
11 5.03 . 0.0467 0.649
13 5.30 0.0%0 0.667
15 5.50 0.000 0.683
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Mixture

5.8S K eekation used
#* 5.5

Titre

1 2.43
2 2.55
3 2.65
4 2.75
5 2.73
6 2.80
7 2.78
8 2.72
9 2.65
10 2.55
11 2.45
12 2.40
13 2.35
14 2.75
15 5.50

Sodium perdiXorete 
amomtratiom

Sodium 
oonaeatr|ei

3.60
3.31
3.03
2.75
2.51 
2.24 
2.00
1.76
1.51 
1.27
1.03 
0.773 
0.518 
0.250 
0.000

0.382
0.398
0.410
0.421
0.418
0.427
0.425
0.418
0.410
0.398
0.385
0.379
0.372
0.422
0.683
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miOOATS 
0.400 solution used 

pB# 4#9
Kixturo Titre Sodiurd

«onomtnttii» eo&mmtratiH.
1 1.57 0.265 0:267
2 1.73 0.242 , 0.290
3 1.87 0.221 0,310
4 2,03 0.199 0,331
5 2.23 0.178 0.357
6 2.38 0.158 0,376
7 2.60 0.138 0.403
8 2.80 0.118 0.427
9 3.10 0.0990 0.461
10 3.37 0.0810 0.490

11 3.63 0.0630 0.517
12 3.95 0.0460 0.549
13 4.33 0.0300 0.584
14 4.70 0.0150 0:617
15 5.50 0.000 0:683
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FOmATS

4# 00 K solution used
p8t 7.0

Mixture Titre Sodium formate 
oemesntration

Sodium sulphate 
oonoentration

6 0.67 1.86 0.125
7 1.18 ' 1.57 0;208
8 1.77 1.30 0.296
9 2.30 1.06 0.366
10 2.80 0.847 0.427
11 3.30 0.650 0.483
12 3.87 , 0.466 0.542
13 4.40 0.298 p. 591
14 5.10 0.142 0.65L
15 5.50 . 0.000 0.682

A c m n ' # #
, 4^00 M solution used

#1 7.5
Mixture Titre Sodium acetate Sodium sulgjjpwf.

oonesntratlon oonoentratioii
4 ' #.40 1.91 0,076é
7 0.97 1.60 0,176
8 1.57 1.32 0,268
9 2.17 1.07 0,350
10 2.72 0.854 0.418
U 3.25 0.652 0.477
12 3.80 0.469 0,534
13 4.52 0.%6 0,602
14 5.12 0.142 0.654
15 5.50 0.000 
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Mixture

,,

5
6 
7 
g 
9
10
11

13
U
15

tâjamîs 
1*00 M eolutliMi used 

PKI 6.7
Hire

0.40
0.93
1.35
1.72
2.20
2.62
3.05
3U7
3.92
4.45
4.95
5.30
5*50

Sodius: tertaéete 
(xmeentrailcw

0.633
0.554
0.403
0.419
0.397
0.301
0.243
0.201
0.155
0.111
0.0717
0.0350
0.000

Sodim solÿkete 
eoBcsairetlait

0.091
0.169
0.235
0.289
0.353
0.406
0.456
0.501
0.546
0.596
0.639
0.667
0.682
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BmE!jSSULPHOmTS 

1#90 M solution used 

’ pHt 5.9
Mixture T itre  Sodium benzenesulphonate Sodiums sulphate

eoncentratlon concentration
1 9.43 0.724 0:920
2 8.88 0.693 0.894
3 8.30 o;66o 0,863
4 7.78 0.625 0:835
5 7.27 0.586 0.805
6 6.77 0.544 0.773
7 6.33 0.497 0.742
8 ' f 5*80 0.451 0.705
9 5.40 0.397 0.675
10 4.97 , 0.341 0.641

4.70 0.278 0.617
12 4.55 o.ai 0.604
13 4.50 0.141 0.600

14 4.85 0.0687 0.630
15 5.50 0.000 0.683
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CITRATS
1,20 K golutiem used

pKf 7.4
Mixture Titre Sodium citrate 

concentration
Sodium eulpbete 
oone@ntr*tion

9 0.90 0.364 0.164
10 1,55 \ < 0.284 0.254
11 2.35 % 0.2U 0.373
12. 3.28 0.146 0.481
13 4.12 o.(^U 0.566
U 4.95 0.0430 0.638
15 5.50 0.000 0.683

THXOSOIFHitS (edjimted with W m  te r» 7.<
2.00 H «olutloa used 

pfit 7.0
Mixture Titre Sodiim thiosulphete 

eoneentreti(m
Sodium sulphate 
ccaeratratlon

6 0.45 0.952 0.(#57
7 X.05 ' 0.796 0.188
8 1.55 0.663 0.265
9 ' 2.05 0:543 0.334
10 2.60 0.431 0.403
11 3.20 0.328 0.472
12 3.85 0.233 0.539
13 4.58 0.147 0.608
14 5.10 0.0709 0.651
15 5.70 0.000 0.698
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m m r &

Mixture Titre
11

6# 00 % eolutlcm used
5a ,

Sodium nitrate 
conoentretlm

Sodium,
ooneontretWi

1
2
3

4
5
6 
7 
S 
9
10
U
12
13
U
15

0.20
0.67
1.05
1.42
1.75
2.07
2.32
2.58
2.77
2.98
3a7
3.35
3.7D
4.30
'5.50

4.57 
4.03
3.58 
3.17 
2.79 
2.44 
2.12 
1.81 
1:53 
1.25 
0.986 
0.7:9 
0072 
0.226 
0.000

0.03%
0.125
0.188
0:245
0.^3
0.337
0:369
OÔÛI
0.424
0.448
0:469

,0.524 
" 0.^2 
* 0.682

■-f.l >
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HITRIT2
5.00 M solution used

pHi 7.2
Mixture Titre Sodium nitrite 

coaoontratlon ̂
Soditm sulphate 
concentration

1 1.35 . 3.38 0.235 ' • *
2 1.73 3.02 0.290

I - - . Ü
3 2.10 ' 2.70 o . m  •%
4 2.37 , 2.42 / 0.375 ,
5 2.68 2.14 . ■' f'' ""-1 '
6 2.90 1.89 o;438 1

7 3.12 , 1.65 0.463 : C | f K
’8 3.43 . 1.40 0.496

9 3.55 . 1.19 / OÎ509
10 3.83 . 0.974 0.‘537

' 11 4.00 , 0.768 0,553 ■ ^'4 -

12 4:25 0.566 0,578
13 4.55 , 0.369 0,605
U 4.95 , 0.179 , 0,639
15 5.50 0.000 ' 0,682

' -
1
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.-■I ‘

Mixture

6
7
a
9
10
11
12
13
U
15

Titre

c m m m

2.50 * eolutlon used
|2ii 6.6

Sodium ehrœ&ftte 
oonoentratioa

0.22
1.00
1.55
2::^
2.60
3.35
3.80
4.37
5.00
5.50

1.22
1.00
0.830
0.667
0.529
0.405
0.293
0.187
0.0893
0.000

Sodium sulphate 
concentration

0.043
0.180
0.264
0.357
0^27
0:466
0.535
0.569
0.643
0.682

, > '4;

H i l J
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HOLYBOatE 
1.50 N solution used 

pHi 7.1
Mixture Titre Sodiun lolÿbdete Sodium sulphate

eonoentratloa eonoeatraticm
3 0.37 0.960 0.0771
4 0.83 0.840 0.152
5 1.30 0.727 0.227
6 1.70 0.631 0:286
7 2.10 0.541 0.340
6 2.60 0.453 0:403
9 2.97 0.376 6.447
10 3.38 0.303 6.491
11 3.87 0.233 0.541
12 4.28 0.169 6.581
13 4.60 0.110 0.610
14 5.20 0.0528 0.659
15 5.50 0.000 0.683

144
M

m

n
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if

nncsïHB
1,00 K solution ussd 
, pR, 8.5

Mixture Titre Sodium timget&te 
ooneentretioii

Sodium aulphata
cKmeestpetioi^ V :1 1

1 1.08 0.193 ,
2 1.40 0.625 , 0,2(2 ̂
3 1.68 0.562 , 0.283! 1
4 2.03 0.498 0.331', ill ' ^
5 2.42 0.438, 0,381, ,
6 2.67 0.386. 0.412,  ̂- 1 z
7 2.95 0.335. 0.444^ .
8 3.30 0.285. 0.483 - . _ î 

o.aô,, ^9 3.62 0.237.
10 3.92 0.193

- ’ ■ V - ; .  '

0, 546 , . :J
11 4:13 0.152. 0.565,
12 4.40 0.112 0.591, ' . . ' - v : ; ' , '  

0,617 . ; i
JÏV 1-^ V ^

13 4.70 0.0730
U 4.85 0.0361 0,630 ■
15 5.50 0.000 0,682 R  ' ■ 4 j  !

-.1
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Mixture Titre

miocmtkn

4.00 M solution used
pRt 5.4

Sodium thiodyenate 
conoentretion

Sodium sulphate 
conomtration

1 4.07 1.86 0,726
2 . 5.85 1.75 0,709
3 , 5.57 1.65 0.689
4 ,5.37 1.53 0^674
5 . 5.07 1.42 0,649
6 .4.77 1.31 ■ 0,624
7 .4.50 1.18 0^600
8 "4.22 1.06 f ■ •- 0,575
9 3.90 0.930 ■ r ■'*' ' 0,544
10 r 3.60 ^ 0.793 0,515
U 3.28 0.651 0,481
12 . 3.02 0.499 0,433
13 ,v3.00 0.333 0,450
14 . 3.45 0.161 o;%99
15 5.60 0.000 q 0,691

. I
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Mixture

; ^ . V .'4- Azim
5.00 H solution used

Titre

1 4i00 2.69
2 4:22 2.46
3 ' 4:38 2.24
4 4I65 2.01
5 4:82 1:81
6 4:77 1:63
7 4.83 1:44
8 4:87 1:26
9 4.80 1.08
10 4.80 0.906
11 4.73 0:728
12 4:70 0.547
13 4:70 0.365
14 4:95 0.179
15 5:60 0.000

R'R,

pHi 7.4 ‘ •

" " A .
Sodium a^-oomomitML

0.553
0:575
0.589
o:6l3
0.6»
0.624
0.6»
0.632
0:626
0.626
0.619
0:617
0:617
o:638
0'.691

-.w-

■"it-

m
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Mixture Titra

m m o u m &

0.500 M solution used
pBt 6.0

OodluB ferrocyanlole 
concentration

Sodium sulphate 
oonoentration

1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15

Mixture

0.95
1.72
2.37
3.07
3.75 
4.27
4.75 
5.50

0.352
0.280
0.220
0.166
0.118
0.0754
0.0364
0.(X)0

m m

Titre

4.00 H solution used 
pH: 10.3
Sodium cyanide 
eoneent^tion

0.172
0.289
0.376
0.458
0.530
0.580
0.622
0.682

Sodium sulphate 
eoncttitretion

5 0.95 2.01 0.172
6 1.52 1.71 0.260
7 2.10 1.44 0.341
8 2:50 1.21 0.397
9 3.00 1:00 0:450
10 3.47 0.802 0.501
11 3.90 0.620 0.545
13 4.60 0.294 0.608
15 5.55 0.000 0.686
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m t m m T E  
4*00 M eolation used 

p8i 4.3
Mixture Titre Sodium didiromate Sodium sulphate 

eonomtretlon
1 3.2) 2.23 0:472
2 3.37 2.10 0.491
3 3.40 1.93 , 0.494
4 3.43 1.77 0.496
5 3.33 1.62 ,0.486
6 3.27 1.47 ,0.480
7 3.07 1.32 0.458
8 2.95 1.17 ,0.444
9 2.67 1.03 0.412
10 2.38 0.878 ,0.376
U 2.08 0,722 ,0.337
12 1.75 0.558 ,0.293
13 1.35 0.386 0.233
14 0.85 0.2031 .0.155
15 5.50 0.000 ,0.682

Volume sodium 
dlAroaate/mr

Volume of 
uater/oEp

Volume of ÿ  
golatin/cET Titre

Sodium
diahroaate
casMtu

» ^ 4«mon.

2.00 5.00 2.00 0.60 0.104 0.112
1.00 6.00 2.00 0.80 0.051 0.147
0.50 6.50 ’2.00 2.15 0.022 0.347
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APPg?îDH 2
Depgndenee of lyotropic line on gelatin sample

%e chloride line vas determined (5.00 M Ned used) as indicated
*■-

in SXF&RIHSNTAL) Section 4> using in, turn three différât gelatin
samples. Sxoept for the gelatin the suhstanoes used vere the same 

• _ * 
throughout. Deteminations vere carried out at 25:0 0.

Titres are in , eoncentratlons in mol da
B.P.H. GELATIN

Mixture Titre Sodiws chloride Sodium sulphate
concentration eventration

2 0.40 3.46 0.077

3 0.67 3.10 0.125

4 0.98 2.% 0.177

5 1.32 2:42 0.230

6 1 .^ 2.13 0 .2^

7 1 .^ 1 .^ o .io

a 2.17 ué? 0.350

9 2.45 , 1.31 0.385

10 2.78 1.06 0.425

11 3.12 0.83 0.463

12 3.55 O06O 0.509
13 3.90 0.390 0.544

14 4.60 0.180 0.608

15 5.50 ojooo 0.683
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QBunRi sora. m iw vM  ooimsz csemicai. sTtm

Mixture Titre Sodium chloride 
concentration

Sodium sulphate 
concentration

' 1 0.50 3.69 0.095
2 0.82 3.31 0.150
3 1.05 2:98 0.188
4 1.35 2.66 0.235
5 1.72 2.33 0.289
6 1.97 2.05 0.324
7 2.20 1.79 0.353
8 2.57 1.51 0.400
9 2.90 1:26 0:438
10 3.20 1.03 0.472
11 3.60 0.790 0.514
12 4.10 0.570 0.563
15 6.25 0:000 0.738
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Mixture Titra aodiUB chloride Sodium sulphate
aonoantratlon eaneeatratlen

1 3.95 2.70 0.549
2 4.28 2.44 0.580
3 4.55 2.a 0.604
4 4,78 1,99 0.624
5 5.07 U7S 0.649
6 5.38 1.56 0.674
7 5.65 ■ 1.37 0.694
8 5.93 1.17 0.715
9 6.22 0V99O 0.737
10 6.50 0.810 0.755
12 7.10 0.470 0.794
15 8.10 ' 0.000 0.853
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APFSKDH 3
The effect of temperature on lyotropic curvee 

Investigations ware carried out at 25 and 30 ®C, using the 
same solutionsf for chloridê  bromide, nitrate a M  chlorate# %e 
mixtures are those quoted in BXPSRI tSÎ TAL, Section 4# the titres are
volumes (cm ) of 1.80 H sodium sulpZiate, said concentrations tabulated 

•*3are in uol da .
CHLORIDE - 5.00 K solution used

Mixture Titre SaCl
concn. concn.

Titre Uaca
concn.

ïîagSO/
concn.

2 0.22 3.52 0.043 0.40 3.46 0.077
3 0.65 3.11 0.121 0.67 3.10 0.125
4 0.90 2.78 0.164 0.98 2.76 0.177
5 1.25 2.44 0.219 ' 1.32 2.42 0.230
6 1.52 2.14 0.260 1.57 2.13 0.268
7 1.77 1.86 0.296 1.87 1.84 0.310
8 2.12 1.57 0.343 2.17 1.57 0.350
9 2.40 1.32 0.379 2.45 1.31 0.385
10 2.75 1.06 0.421 2.78 1.06 0.425
11 3.12 0.830 0.464 3.12 0.830 0.463
12 3.55 0.590 0.510 3.55 0.590 0.509
13 4.10 0.380 0.563 3.90 0.390 0.544
14 4.70 0.180 0.617 4.60 0.180 0.608
15 5.50 0.000 0.682 5.52 0.000 0.683
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6.00 K solution used

Mixture
30.0 °C

Titre NaBr 
concn.

Ba;^4
concn.

Titre
a5.o“c
HaSr
oonen. concn.

1 4.27 3.17 0.580 4.46 3.12 0.997
2 4.42 2.90 0.593 4.60 2.87 0.609
3 4.43 2.66 0.593 4.68 2.63 0.616
4 4.53 2.44 0.602 ! 4.63 2.42 0.611
5 4.53 2.22 0.602 4.70 2.19 0.&L7
6 4.47 2.01 0.598^ 4.60 1.98 0.609
7 4.45 1.79 0.596 4.58 1.77 0.607
8 4.37 1.57 0.590 4.48 1.56 0.998
9 4.28 1.36 0.580 ' 4*42 1.34 0.^3

10 4.25 1.13 0.578 4.23 1.13 0.580
11 4.13 0.910 0.566 4.25 0.910 0,577
12 4.10 0.660 0.563 4.10 0,680 0.564
13 4.40 0.450 o .m 4.25 0.450 0.577
14 4.65 0.220 0.613 4.60 0.220 0.609

15 5.50 0.000 0.682 5.55 0.000 0.686
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■ ' noluti"m mW.
p. 25. 0 %

Titre Titre
mm#;. (xmon#

0.0m1 0.10 4#62 0. '19M
• r*v 1 #I#W 11 *.-ye'»*1tKWr*i*. 1 <» *

4.9?
2 0.ul> 4»' -7 .H2 0.67 '.125

3.a ).17/ 1.05 3.^ ■ .100:
4 1.37 3$1X! :'.23G 1.42 3.17 .245
5 1.67 2.a C'.252 1.75 2:79 .203
6 1.95 2.47 0.3m 2.07 2.44 • 037
7 2.2;:'! 2.14 :.3^ 2.32 2.12 .369
8 2.4a 1.83 ).3m 2.5G i.m
9 2.72 1.54 0.418 2.7? 1.53 ;:.424
10 2.93 1.25 0.442 2.98 1.25 0.448
U 3.0G j.990 0.459 3.17 0.9r;o
12 3.3:) ;.75.) 0.483 3.35 0.730 0.488
13 0.75 ').4?J 1.5m 3.70 o . m .524
14 4.25 .2?0 1.577 4.30
15 5.30 ■ ■'. 0/ .̂637 5.50 0.0 V ‘.663
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CHLOFATS 
6»00 M solution used

rburo Titre
30.0

KfaCaOo
concn.

îiaaSÔ
concn.

Titre
25.0 C

MaClOq
concn: ooncn.

1 2.10 3.78 0.341 1.92 3.85 0,316
2 2.58 3.37 0,401 2.42 3.42 0,381
3 2,82 3.04 0.430 2,77 3.06 0.424
4 3.13 2.72 0.464 3.10 2,73 0,461
5 ' 3.37 ' 2.43  ̂0.490 3.33 2.43 0.486
6 3.67 2.13 0,521 3.62 2.14 0.516
7  ̂3.78 1.88 0.532 3.77 1.88 0.531
8 3.97 1.62 0.551 4.00 1.62 0.553
9 ' 4*05 1.36 0,558 4.08 1.37 0.561
10 4.25 1.13 0,577 4.30 1.13 ■ 0.582

11 4.50 0.890 0,600 4.40 0,890 0,591
12 4.65 0.660 0,613 4.3] 0,680 0.573

13 4.60 0.430 0.626 4.45 0,450 0.995

14 5.05 o.ao 0,647 4.85 0.220 0.630

15 5.30 0.000 0.667 5.50 0,000 0.682
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k m m u  L

The ingbaeaee of pH 
2h the foXloving tables oonoentratlons are in zael titres

in en̂  of 1.80 M sodium sulphate*
m m m

All the determinations vere carried oat at 25 ̂ C. The mixtures 
quoted in EXPBRltlENTAL» Section 4# vere modified to include 
hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide solution. Mixtures 1 and 2 
vere therefore not involved; folloving mixtures will serve to 
illustrate the procedure*
Mixture Volume of ^ Volume of HCl 
  5*00 M Nad/car or NsDB/cm^

Volume of Volume of %  
vater/<y galatiVcnK

3

U 0.50
1.00
1.00

0.00
5.50

2.00
2.00

The concentrations used vere*

of mixtures
Concentration of 
hydrochloric acid

Concentration of 
sodim hydroxide

4.0
4.6
4.9
5.2
6.4
10.7

0.010I
0.005
0.001

0.001
0.010
0.100

.1%"



pHi 4.0
Mixture Titre Sodium diloride eonm. Sodiim sulihate «mm.

7 0.55 2.09 0.104
8 0.78 1.79 0.143
9 1.07 1.49 0.191
10 1.55 1.18 0.264
11 1:80 0.930 0.300
12 2.22 0.67 0 0.356
13 3.00 0.420 0.450
U 3.70 0.200 0.524
15 5.00 0.000 0.643

■ pHi 4.6

Hixf## m #  . godiim (Aloride «mon. SodiiiNi|j)iî piate ocmm.
4 oas 3.01 0.0295
5 0.50 2.63 0.095
6 0.80 2.^ . 0.147
7 1.15 1.97 0.204
8 1.40 1.68 • 0.242
9 1.70 1.40 0.286
10 2.05 1.13 0.334
11 2.40 0.880 0.379
13 3.35 0.400 0.489
15 5.00 0.000 0.643
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pHt 4.9

3 0.50 3.16 0.095
4 0.90 2.78 0.164
5 1.05 2.49 0.168
6 1.30 2,19 0,227
7 1.65 1.88 0.279
8 1.90 1.60 0.314
9 2.25 1.33 ‘ 0,360- i
10 , 2.60 1.08 0.403
11 , 3.05 0.%0 0,456
12 3.50 0.600 0.5Q4
13 3.85 , 0.390 0.540
14 4.55 0.180 0.604

* i i
15 5.20 0.009 0.658
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Mixture Titre
Jill ,5.2 

Sodium chloride concn. Sodium sulphate «mon*
3 0.85 3.05 0.155
4 1.20 2.69 . 0.212
5 1.45 2.39 0.250
6 1.70 2.10 0.286
7 2.00 1.82 0.327
8 2.30 1.55 0.366
9 2.60 1.29 0.403
10 3.00 1.04 0.450
11 3.30 i 0.810 0.483
13 4.30 0.380 0.582
15 5.85 0.000 0.709

nH# 6.4
Titr| , Sodiim sulphate concn.

3 1.75 2.79 0.293
4 1.95 2.51 0.320
5 2.17 2.24 0.3^
6 2.45 1.96 0.385
7 2.72 1.70 0.418
8 2.92 1.47 0.442
9 3.22 1.23 0.478
10 3.55 1.00 0.510
11 3.77 0.780 0.531
13 4.55 0.370 0.604
15 5.70 0.000 0.698
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pHt 10.7

3 2.40 2,63 0.319
4 2.65 2.36 0.410
5 2.% 2.10 0.439
6 3.15 1.85 0.467
7 3.40 1.61 0.493
8 3.75 1.37 0.5»
9 3.90 1.16 0.544
10 4aS 0.950 0.568
11 4.30 0.750 0.582
15 5.60 0.000 0.691
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BRĝ ICE
Déterminations vere carried oat as fbr chloride using the 

foHoving concentrations of sodium hydroxide and hydrobromic acid, 
and using a 6#00 M sodium bromide solution#

îïydrobpomic acid Sodium hydroxide
of lixtures concentration otmooitration

4.2 0.010

5.1 0.001

5.4 m HS.

6.4 * • 0.010

10.9 oaoo

ixture Titre SocUum twmide 
oone8H^tlon|_^

Sodium eulpbat* 
oonowtratlon

3 1.22 3.52 . 0.215

4 1.42 3.17 0.245

5 1.55 2.84 0.264

6 1.55 2.56 0.264

7 1.70 2.24 " 0.286

8 1.82 1.94 0.303

9 1.75 1.67 0.293

10 1.85 1.38 0.307

11 1.87 1.10 0.310

13 2.40 0.527 0.379

15 4.50 0.000 0.600
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Ijbcture Titre Sodium bromide 
ooneeutration

Sodium sulphate 
«moentratlon

3 4.10 2.75, 0.563
4 4.10 2,52 0.563
5 4.12 2.29 0.566
6 4.05 2.07, 0.558
7 4.10. 1.63. 6.563
8 . 3.95 1.62 0.548
9 3.95, 1.39 0.548
10 3.85. 1*17. 0.5^
11 3.80 0.940 0.534
13 3.95 0.460 0.549
15 5.4D 0,000 

oBt 5.4
0.676

txture Titre Sodium bromide 
concentration

Sodium sulphate 
concentration

1 4.46 3.12 0,597

2 4.60 2.87 0.609
3 4:68 2.63 0.616
4 4.63 2.42 0.611
5 4.70 2.19 0.617
6 4.60 1.98 0.609
7 4.58 1.77 0.607
e 4.48 1.56 0.998
9 4.42 1.34 0 . ^ 3
10 4.28 i a 3 0.580
11 4.25 0.910 0.577
12 4.10 0 . ^ 0.564
13 4.25 0.450 0.577
U 4.60 0.220 0.609
15 5.50 0.000 
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Mixture ntT9

pBi 6.4
Sodiim tæomide 
ooacentratioû

Sodium sulphate 
eonowtration

3 4^75 2.62 0.6a
4 4.95 2.32 0.625
5 4.90 2.16 0.634
6 4.95 1.93 0.638
7 4.95 1.72 0.636
n 4.90 1.51 0.634
9 4.95 U29 0.638
10 4.85 1.08 , 0.630
11 4.85 0.870 0.630
13 4.70 0.440 0.617
15 5.90 O.OCX)

. pHi 10.9
Q.a3

Mixture Titre Sodium bronlde 
ooaomtration

Sodium sulphate 
ooneantrstion

3 5.95 2.41 0.716
5 6.05 1.99 0.724
7 6.00 1.60 0.730
9 5.80 1.22 0.705
11 5.50 0.830 0.682
13 5.10 0.000 0,651
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A 4# 00 M aodtum acetate eolation \fsta used and the deter̂ ilnatloaa 
vere csorrled out oS for chloride using the foHoviog oonceoitratlons 
of acetic add and sodium hydroxide :

pHof fixtures
Concentration of 
oeetlo add

Concentration of 
sodium hydroxide

5.4
6.4
7.5 
7.8
11.1

1.00
oao

m
0.01
0.10

pKt 5.4
Ifixture Titre Sodium acetate 

concentration
Sodium sulphate 
concentration

6
7
a
9
10
n

12
13
14

0.25
0.95
1.47
2.15 
2.72
3.15
3.75 
4.37
4.75

1.94
1.61
1.33
1.07
0.850
0.660
0.470
0.300
0.140

0.049
oa?2
0.253
0^348
0,418
0,467
0,5»
0,589
0,622
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pHt 6.4
Mixture Titre Sodium acetate Sodimi eulphete

concentration oonowtration
6 0.45 1.90 0.086
7 1.05 1.59 0.188
8 1.75 1.30 0.293
9 2.30 1.06 0.366
10 2.95 0.840 0,444
11 3.45 0.640 0,499
12 3.92 0.460 0,547
13 4.70 0.290 0,618
14 5.20 0.140 0,659

jpHi 7.5
6 0.40 1.91 0.077
7 0.97 1.60 0,176
8 1.57 1.32 0.368
9 2.17 1.07 0.350
10 2.72 0.850 0,418
11 3.25 0.650 0,477
12 3.80 0.470 0,534
13 4.52 0.300 0,602
14 5.12 0.140 0,654
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pHt 7.8
Hixtaea Tttr» Sodium acetate Soditea sulphate

concoHteatli»! concentration
7 1,00 1.60 0,180
8 >1,60 1.32 0,271
9 2,30 1,07 0,353
10 2,65 0,860 0,410
13. *3.25 0,650 0,4,77
12 ' 3.95 - 0,460 0,549
13 4,50 -0,300 -0,600
14 5.25 0,140 - 0,663

rUt 11,1
6 0,73 1,86 0,130
7 1.20 1.57 0.212
8 1.70 -1.% '0,286
9 2.20 1.07 0.353
10 2,80 0,390 0,427
11 3,25 ' 0.650 0,478
12 3.70 0,470 0,524
13 4,25 0,300 0,577
14 4,65 ' 0,150 0,613



F0E4ATE
A 4# 00 K sodium formats solution vqb used, the dstornlnations 

wars oarrisd out as fbr <Moride» using the foHoving ocmcttntratlons 
of forilc acid and sodium hydroxide*

of mixtures
Foxmlc acid 
ooRoentration

Sodium hydroxide 
oonoentration

4.3 1.00
5.4 0.10
7.0 m , nxL

10.9 0.10

Mixture Titre Sodium formate 
oonoentratlcai

Sodium sulphate 
ooncsaitration

9 1.15 1.18 0.204
10 1.55 0.950 0.264
11 1.90 0.730 0.314
12 2.50 0.520 0.391
13 3.05 0.330 0.456
14 3.55 0.160 0.509
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PH« 5.4
Mixture Titre Sodium formate Sodium sulphate

oonoentration eoneentratloa
6 0.55 1.88 0.103
7 1.10 1.58 0.196
8 1.65 1.31 0,278
9 2.20 1,07 0,354
10 ' 2.75 0,850 0,421
11 , 3.20 0,660 0,472
12 ■. 3,75 0,470 0,529
13 4,30 0,300 0,582
14 4,65 0.150 0,614

pHt 7,0
5 0,30 2,15 0,058
6 0,70 1.86 0,130
7 1.25 1,56 0.219
8 1.75 , 1,30 0,»3
9 2,25 1,06 0,360
10 2,85 0,840 0,433
11 3.40 0,640 0.493
12 3.90 0,460 0.545
13 4.45 0,300 0,596
14 5.20 0,140 0,659
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pMi 10,9
Mixture Titre Sodium formate 

oonoentration
Sodium sulphate 
coQoeatratifin

5 0.55 2.09 0.103
6 1.00 1.80 0,180
7 1.45 1.53 0,250
8 1.95 1.38 0.320
9 2.50 1.04 0.391
10 2.85 0.840 0.433
11 3.20 0.660 0.472
12 3.75 0.470 0.529
13 4.25 0.300 0.577
U 4.75 0.145 0.622
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k m m n  5
Effect of gelatin ooncentratlMi on the aharpmse of the qnd-polnt 

Gelatin sole were prepared of concentrations 0.5» 0.75# 1.00,
1.25, 1.50, 1.75 and 2,0(ÿ« Ihe nixfaire used was*

Nad (5.00 h) /<3b? . S»*ioni8ed water /tss? Gelatin sol /om^ 
2.00 5.00 2.00

Seven mixtures of this axzrpositioa were titrated with 1.80 M 
eodixm sulphate solution, using a different gelatin concentration 
in eadb mixture. The ssoe materials were u^d in all the 
determinations and these were carried out at 25.0 . The sulphate
was added in 0.10 cm^ portions, at half-ctinute intervals, the 
galvanometer reading being taken at the end of the interval.
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O.at GELATIN
Volume of 1.8 M Gelvaa^ietw Volume of 1.8 K Galvwometer
sodium solphate 

onr
reading sodium ^phate reading

4.40 41.7 6.40 33.4
4.50 41.7 6.50 32.9
4.60 41.7 6.60 . 32*4.

,4.70 . 41.6 6.70 32,0
4.80 41.3 6.80 31,3
4.90 41.1 6.90 30,9
5.00 40.9 7.00 30,4
5.10 40.6 7.10 30,0
5.20 40.0 7.20 29,6
5.30 39.6 7.30 ».o
5.40 39.0 7.^ 26,6
5.50 38.5 7.50 »,0

5.60 37.9 7.60 27,6
7.70 27,15.70 37.2
7.80 26,85.80 36.7
7.90 26,2

5.90 36.0
8.00 25,8

6.00 35.6 8.10 25,5
6.10 35.1 8.20 25,0
6.20 34.5 8.30 24,7
6.30 34.0 8.40 24,3

8.50 23,9
8.60 23,7
8.70 23,2
8.80 22,8
8.90 22,6
9.00 22.2
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0.7% GELATIN
Volume of 1.8 M Galvanometer Volume of 1.8 K Galvanmeter
sodium s^phate reading sodium sulp^te reading

asr tSB?
3.60 39.6 5.50 31.2t ‘ •»
3.7D 39.6 5.to 30.7
3.80 39.6 5.70 »,9
3.90 39.6 5.80 »,2
4.00 39.6 5.90 28.7
4.10 39.5 6.00 27.9
4.20 39.3 6.10 27.2
4.30 39.1 6.20 26.5
4.40 38,8 6,30 25,7
4.90 38,3 6,40 25,0
4.60 37,8 6,% 24,2
4.7) 37,1 6,60 »,6
4.80 36,3 6,70 22,9
4.90 35,7 6.30 22,2
5.00 34.8 6,90 2146I
5.10 34,0 7.00 21,0
5.20 33,2 7,10 20,3
5.30 32,8 7,20 19^8
5.40 32,0 7,30 19,2
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1.0qg GEIATIH
-IVolume of 1#80 K Galvanometer Volume of 1#8D N Galvanometer 

eodjxoB sulphate reading sodium mÿLphate reading
<SBK fsar
3.70 40.0 5.20 27.2
3.80 40.0 5.30 25.0
3.90 39.9 5.40 24.9
4.00 39.7 5.50 23.7
4.10 39.2 5.60 22.2
4.30 36:6 5.70 21.1
4.30 37.8 5.80 20.2
4.40 36.9 5.90 19.2
4.50 35^8 6.00 18.2
4#60 34.8 6.10 17.1
4.70 33.4 6.20 16.3
4.80 32.2 6.30 15.5
4.90 31.0 6.40 14.8
5.00 29.8 6.50 14.0
5.10 28.7 6.60 13.4
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1.2% GELATIN
Volume of 1.80 H Galvanomoter Volume of 1.80 H Oalvunomater
sodium sulp^te reading sodium sulphate reading

ecH css?

3.40 39.5 5.00 25.8
3.50 39.4 5.10 24.8
3.60 39.3 5.20 23.0
3.70 39.2 5.30 a.6
3.80 39.0 5.40 2Ü.2
3.90 36.5 5.50 19.2
4.00 37.8 5.60 17.9
4ao 3 6 .8 5.70 16.7
4.20 35.8 5.80 15.7
4.30 34.7 5.90 14.7
4.40 33.2 6.00 13.8
4.50 32.1 6.10 13.0
4.60 30.9 6.20 12.1
4.70 29.7 6.30 11.2
4.80 28.4 6.40 10.8
4.^ 27.2 6.50 10.0

6.60 9.6
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1.50!̂ GELATIN

VoixTie of 1.80 K Galvaxiô dtor Volme of 1.80 M Galvanometer
sodium g^fhate reading sodiuri solphate reading

caâ  cKî  _ _ _ _ _

3.^ 41.0 4.80 24.8
3.40 41.0 4.90 23.0
3.50 41.0 5.00 21.4
3.60 40.8 5.10 19.8
3.70 40.3 5.20 18.3
3.80 39.8 5.30 16.9
3.90 39.0 5.40 15.7
4.00 37.8 5.50 14.2
4.10 36.4 5.60 13.1
4.20 35.0 5.70 lil
4.30 33.4 5.80 11.0
4.40 32.0 5.90 10.2
4.50 30.0 6.00 9.3
4.60 28.2 6.10 8.7
4.70 26.4 6.20 8.1
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1.7* GELATIN
Volume of 1.80 M

I SÏ 
0»-

oodiiXBi s^phate
Galvanometer
reading

Volume of 1.80 M 
sodium scLphate

ea^
Galvanometer
reading

3.00 41.8 4.70 22.0
3.10 41.8 4.80 20.0
3.30 a.8 4.90 18.0
3.30 41.8 5.00 16.2
3.40 41.7 5.10 14.7
3.50 41.4 5.20 13.1
3.60 41.0 5.30 11.8
3.70 40.1 5.40 10.6
3.80 39.0 5.50 9.4
3.90 37.6 5.60 8.7
4.00 35.8 5.70 8.0
4.10 34.0 5.80 7.2
4.30 33.1 5.90 6.7
4:30 30.1 6.00 . . 6.1
4.40 28.1 6.10 5.7
4.50 26.0 6.20 5.2
4.60 24.0
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2.0* OSIATIN
Volume of 1.80 K Galvanometer Volume of 1.80 M Galvanometer
eodiur. s^pfcatc

CEK
reading sodium si^pLate 

cs!r
reading

3.30 39.8 4.60 21.0
3.40 39.8 4.70 18.9
3.50 39.8 4.80 16.8
3.60 39.4 4.90 14.8
3.70 38.5 5.00 13.2
3.80 37.2 5.10 11.8
3.90 35.8 5.20 10.4
4.00 33.9 5.30 9.0
4.10 32.0 5.40 8.3
4.20 29.6 5.50 7.7
4.30 27.5 5.60 6.9
4.40 25.2 5.70 6.2
4.50 23.0
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ACTMPE 6
The affect of gelatin oanowtrmtion on aoa-rotat 

Three chloride nlxturaa were detercinad using %, %f and 
49( galetin» The titrant vas 1.80 M sodium sulphate and 
deteininatiottB vere carried out at »  C.
Mixture Gelatin ooncmtration Tttro Gelatin concentration

$ cay at end-point / %
2 U 0.28 0.862

2 3 0,37 0.640

2 2 0,45 0,%23

6 4 1.45 0,765

6 3 1,60 0,566
6 2 1,70 0,374

14 4 4.30 0,601

14 3 4,50 0,444

14 2 4.70 0,292
I

Adjustment of titres over the linear pert of the curve to 
those fbr a oommon «od-point oonoentration gives a change of 
gradient Wiidb corresponds to a change In lyotropic number of 
appraxtaataly 0.^.

The nitrate and bromide lyotropic lines were determined at 
25 using a constant gelatin end-point oonoentration (different
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gelatin concentration in ea<^ lixture before titration) and the 
gradionts were ompared to those determinations using $  gelatin 
sol in all mixtures (varying end-point gelatin concentration). 
These latter results are given in Appendix 3 (25 ̂ O).

m s s m

6.00 H solution used
Gelatin mad-polnt oonoentration* 0.34*

Mixture TitM Sodium nitrate^ Sodium sulphate
(sP ooncn./bol dtT̂  concn.Aol

X 0.63 4.36 0.118
2 1.07 3.88 0.191
3 1.43 3.45 0.246
4 1.75 3.07 0.293
5 2.10 2.70 0.341
6 2.40 2.37 0.379
7 2.60 2.07 0.403
a 2.87 1.77 0.436
9 3.05 1.49 0.456
10 3.28 1.22 0.481
11 3.42 0.970 0.496
12 3.65 0.710 0.519
13 3.95 0.460 0.549
14 4.60 0.220 0.609
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. Vm^TSM

6.00 H solution used 
Gelatin end-point oonoentration* 0.36*

Mixture Titre Sodium bpoaidte Sodium__
oonea»/aol âsT̂  ooBOBu/aol dm

1 3.87 3.26 0.542
2 4.00 3.00 0.554
3 4.12 ' 2.74 ' 0.566
4 4.17 2.51 0.571
5 4.17 2.26 0.571
6 4.15 2.05 ' 0.568
7 4.10 ' 1.83 0.563
S 4.15 1.60 0.568
9 4.05 1.38 0.559
10 4.CK) 1.15 0.553
11 3.95 0.930 ‘ 0.546
12 3.95 0.690 ‘ 0.546
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m m > n  7 

agfi.„of.Agai:
Mixtures 1 and 10 ( chloride) were titrated with 3*00 M eediua 

sulphate at 45 using 0*5, 1.0 and 1.55̂  agar* Additions of titrant 
vere made at 15-seoond intervals# the galvanometer reading being 
taken at the end of the interval.
Mixture 1 t Agar 0.* Mixture 1 1 Agar X M
slums of q 
Itrant/esr

Galvanometer
reading

Volurae of . 
titrmat/oo*̂

Galvanometer
reading

1.75 41.8 1.50 42*3
2.00 41.8 1.70 42.3
2.25 4U8 1.90 42.2
2*90 41.7 2.10 42.1
2.75 41.6 2.30 42*0
3.00 41.6 2.50 41.9
2.25 41.4 2*70 41.8
3.50 41.2 2.90 41.8
3.75 41.1 3.10 41.6
4.00 41.0 3.30 41.5
4.25 40.8 3.50 41.5
4.50 40.7 3.70* 41.4
5.00 40.4 4.00 41.2
5.50 40.2 4.50 41.1
6.00 40.0 5.00 41.0
6.50 39.9 5.50 40.9
8.00 39.7 7.00 40.8
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Mixture 1 t Agar \.% Mixture 10 1 Agar 0.*
slume of q 
Itrant/oa

Galvamraeter
reading

Volume of . 
titrant/oar

OalTammeter
reading

0.75 40.5 0.50 42.1
1.00 40.5 0.75 42.0
1.25 40.5 1.00 42.0
1.50 40.4 1.25 42.0
1.75 40.4 1.50 41.9
2.00 40.3 y 1.75 41.8
2.25 40.2 ' 2.00 41.7
2.50 40.2 - 2.% 41.4
2.75 40.0 2.9) 41.0
3.00 40.0 2.75 39.0
3.25 39.9 3.00 37.8
3.50 39.8 3.25 36.8
3.75 if̂ .6 3.50 35.5
4.00 39.8 3.75 35.2
5.00 39.1 4.00 34.5
5.50 39.0 4.50 33.5
6.00 38.8 7.00 32.8
6.50 38.8
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Mixture 10 t Agar l.C* Mixture 10 * Agar 1.*
Volume of 

titrant/cmr
Galvanometer
reading

Volume of 
tltrant/cm^

Galvazwaet
reading

1.00 41.9 1.00 39.0
1.25 41.9 1.25 39.0

1.50 41.9 1.50 39.V
1.75" 41.8 1.75 ‘ 39.0
2.00 41.8 2.00 38.9
2.25 41.5 2.25 38.0
2.50 41:0 2̂ '9) 36.9
2.75 39.2 2.75 36.0
3.00 37.2 3.00 35.0
3.25 35a 3.25 32.5
3.50 33.o" 4.50 31.5
3.75 32.3 7.00 30.5
4.00 32.0 9.00 30.4
4.% 31.5
4.50 30.5
5.00 30.0
5.50 29.2
6.00 29.0
7.00 29.0
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K
Titrent 1.80 M sodium sulphate 

Ixture 5 - *  sol Mixture 10 # *  aol
Tltrmt ylime 

car
Galvaimater
rsadln^

Titrant VDlume 
CBK

Galvanometer
ẑ sadix||t

0.00 430. 2.30 42.9
0.10 43.1 2.40 42.9
0.20 43.1 2.50 42.9
0.30 43.1 2.60 42.9
0.40 43.0 2.70 42.8
0.50 42.9 2.80 ‘ 41.7

' 0.60 42.8 2.90 " 39.0
‘ 0.70  ̂ 42.2 3.00 33.9
0.80 39.4 3.10 29.1

0.90 32.5 3.20 24.8
’ 1.00 24.6 3.30 ' 21.9
1.10 19.4 3:40 19.5
1.20 16.5 3.50 ‘ 17.8

' 1.30 14.3 3.60 14.8
1.40 13.1 3.70 14.0
1.50 12.0 3.80 13.0
1.60 11.1 3.90 12.0
1.70 10.5 4.00 10.8

’ 1.80 10.3 4.10 10.1
1.90 10.1 4.20 9.6
3.00 9.8 5.00 8.0
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APPSHDJK 8 
Baratte teaparatore oalilyatlon 

A solution of 1*80 M sodium sulphate vas allowed to raaoh 
aquilltriim (over a period of two hours) la the aleetrleally 
heated burette (10 oâ } for various potential dlfforatees applied 
across It. Tim results were*

P.P. / volt Taatporaturo excess / °C
1,42 2,70
1.69 4.40
1,86 5.70
2.06 6.35
2,40 9,00
2,60 9,90
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AJPPEWDK 9
Sgaalnation of the halide lines at low oonoentrat*pa 
VolumBS and titres are in cb?$ oonoentratlons in mol dsT̂ . 

The titrant vas 1*80 K sodium sulphate*
- results given in Appendix 1*

cmxmm -
Volume of 
1.25 H HaCl

Volume of
water

Volume of 
*  gelatin

Sodium 
Titre chloride 

ooncn.
Sodium

sulphate
oonen.

1.50 5.50 2.00 4.70 0.137 0.617
1.00 6.00 2.00 4.93 0.090 0.637
0.50 6.50 2.00 5.30 0.044 0.666
0.00 7.00 2.00 5.55 0.000 0.686

m m .  ~
Volume of 
1.00 M HaBr

Volume of 
water

Volume of 
*  gelatin Titre

Sodium
bromide
Qoncn.

Sodium
sulphate
oonon.

1.50 5.50 2.00 4.75 3.109 0.6a
1.00 6.00 2.(X) 5.00 0.071 0.643
0.50 6.50 2.00 5.30 0.035 0.667
0.00 7.00 2.00 5.55 3.000 0.686

}9]m, - '

Volume of 
1.00 M Nal

Volme of 
water

Volume of 
*  gelatin Titre

Sodium
iodide
concn.

Sodium
sulphate
oonon.

2.00 5.00 2.00 3.85 0.155 0.540
1.50 5.50 2.00 4.20 0.113 0.572
1.00 6.00 2.00 4.35 0.075 0.586
0.50 6.50 2.00 4.90 0.036 0.634
0.00 7.00 2.00 
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